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l.et Ci he a semisimple Lie group. $1 the complexified Lie algchra, and X the flag 
variety of g. The mechanism of geometric quantization suggests that the various 
G-orbits in X should give rise to representations of G. On the other hand, 
Znckerman’s derived functor constructton attacks algebraic representations of g 

to G-orbits. In this paper we show that geometric quantizafion leads to Frkchet 
representations of finite length, which are the maximal globalizations of the derived 
fnnctor modules. We give two alternate realizations of the representations, as 
cohomology spaces of Th complexes with hypcrfunction cocfkents. and as local 
co~~o~~lffio~y groups along G-orbits in S. We use the latter realization to implement 
the duality between the derived functor modules and the Beilinson 3ernstein 
modules, as cup product between local ~ohornoi~~~y grrtup followed by eva~uatj~)~l 
over the fundamental cycle. ( / YW hcadrmrr Pms. IIlL 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we examine certain conjectures, first proposed in the sixties 
and seventies, on geometric realizations of representations of semisimple 
Lie groups. 

To simplify the discussion in the Introduction, we suppose that G is a 
connected, linear, semisimple Lie group; these hypotheses will be relaxed in 
the main body of the paper. As a general rule, we denote the Lie algebra 
of a Lie group by the corresponding lower case German letter with sub- 
script zero, e.g., go, and the complexified Lie algebra by the same German 
letter without subscript, e.g., R. The G-orbit through some 2 in the dual 
space g* is said to be regular semisimple if it has a Cartan subgroup 
H= G; as centralizer. The orbit can then be identified, as G-homogeneous 
real analytic manifold, with the quotient G/H. If the restriction of 1, to b 
lifts to a character x: H + @*, one calls the orbit through 1. integral. The 
datum of x associates a G-equivariant line bundle [L, -+ G/H to the prin- 
cipal bundle H -+ G --+ G/H. In the language of geometric quantization. the 
choice of a Bore1 subalgebra b c g with l) c b provides a G-invariant 
polarization for G/H, which turns out to carry a natural G-invariant sym- 
plectic structure. The line bundle and polarization determine a complex of 
differential forms on G/H, on which G acts by translation; its complex of 
global sections is isomorphic to 

iC’(G)OL,Oh*)“, d,,. (1.1) 

via pullback from G/H to G. Here n = [b, b] is the nilradical of b; C”(G) 
is considered as H- and n-module by right translation; L, denotes the 
one-dimensional representation space of x, endowed with the trivial action 
of n; the suprscript H refers to the space of H-invariants; and d,, is the 
coboundary operator of the standard complex of Lie algebra cohomology 
with respect to n. A brief note of Kostant [14] suggests this construction 
as source of interesting representations of G. 

If the Cartan subgroup H happens to be compact, the choice of polariza- 
tion b amounts to that of a G-invariant complex structure for G/H. 
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Moreover, the line bundle [i, + G/H can be turned into a homogeneous 
holomorphic line bundle, i.e., a holomorphic line bundle to which the 
action of G lifts. In this situation. the complex (1.1) coincides with the 
Dolbeault complex of [I,.and thus computes the sheaf cohomology groups 
H”(G/H, Lc([L,)). According to [IS], under appropriate negativity condi- 
tions on the differential /1 of ;(, these groups vanish except in a single degree 
p= s, and the remaining group is a non-zero Frechet G-module. As had 
been conjectured by Langlands [ 151, the L’ cohomology of [I, is concen- 
trated in the same degree s, and G acts on it according to a representation 
of the discrete series 1211. The natural map from L’ to sheaf cohomology 
identifies the former with a dense subspace of the Frechet G-module 
H‘(G/H, Cc([l,)); this follows, for example, from the results of [ 19, 91. In 
particular, H’(G/H, C’( k,)) has the same Harish-Chandra module (in other 
words, the same underlying infinitesimal representation) as the L’ 
cohomology of IL, in degree s. 

Still in the case of a compact Cartan subgroup H, the cohomology of the 
complex (1.1) does not change if we replace C’ (G) by the space of 
distributions C r(G) or by the space of hyperfunctions C “‘(G): the 
Dolbeault lemma remains valid in the context of distributions or hyper- 
functions, so the Dolbeault complex with either distribution or hyperfunc- 
tion coefficients provides a soft, respectively flabby, resolution of the sheaf 
I’( L,). 

At the opposite extreme, when H splits over Iw, the polarization b is the 
complexified Lie algebra of a Bore1 subgroup B c G. The inclusion H c B 
induces a G-equivariant libration of G/H over the compact homogeneous 
space G/B, with Euclidean fibres, and il, drops to a homogeneous C’ line 
bundle [I, + G/B. In this setting, (1.1) can be interpreted as the complex of 
relative differential forms for the fibration, with values in IL,. An applica- 
tion of the Rham’s theorem along the tibres shows that (1.1) has no 
cohomology in positive degrees; in degree zero, the cohomology is precisely 
the space of C’ sections C’(G/B, iL,). We can argue similarly if C’ (G) 
in (1.1) is replaced by C ’ (G) or C “‘(G): the higher cohomology 
groups still vanish, but in degree zero one obtains the space of distribution 
sections C “(G/B, IL,), respectively the space of hyperfunction sections 
C-‘“(G/B, LX). Thus, unlike in the previous situation, the degree of 
regularity of the coefficients has an effect on the cohomology. However, in 
all three cases the underlying Harish-Chandra module is the same; it 
belongs to the principal series of representations. 

If H is an arbitrary Cartan subgroup, we call a polarization b for G/H 
“maximally real” if it maximizes the dimension of b n 6, subject to the con- 
dition h c 6, of course. To identify the cohomology of the complex ( 1.1) 
in the case of a polarization of this type, one can combine the arguments 
from the previous two cases: under a suitable negativity condition. the 
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cohomology vanishes in all but one degree and is a non-zero Frechet 
G-module in that remaining degree; the resulting representations constitute 
the standard modules attached to the Cartan subgroup W [ZS]. 

Until now, the complex (1 .I ) has not been studied in the situation of an 
arbitrary polarization. It is not at all clear whether the coboundary 
operator has closed range. In order to circumvent problems of this sort, 
among other reasons, Zuckerman introduced his derived functor construc- 
tion [26J. We shall show that certain complexes, closely related to the 
complex (1.1 ), produce Frechet representations of G; the underlying 
Harish-Chandra modules are naturally and functorially isomorphic to 
those which Zuckerman’s construction attaches to the same data. We also 
shall use these Frechet generalizations of the Zuckerman modules to 
reinterpret the duality of Hecht et al. [7] as a cup product pairing between 
local cohomology groups. 

In order to describe our results more precisely, we recall that there exist 
canonical ways of lifting Harish Chandra modules to representations of G: 
the C’ and distribution globalizations constructed by Casselman and 
Wallach 1271, as well as the minimal and maximal globalizations [22]. All 
four arc exact functors from the category of Harish-~Chandra modules to 
the category of representations of G on complete, locally convex, Hausdorff 
topological vector spaces. If the Cartan subgroup H is compact, the 
~ohomology groups H”(G/H, P(K,)) of the complex (I .l ) are known to 
coincide with the maximal globaIizations of the underlying Harish-Chan- 
dra modules [22]. As was remarked earlier, the complex (1.1 ) with distri- 
bution or hyperfunction coefficients has the same cohomology as in the 
C’ case; in particular, the cohomology groups are maximal globalizations, 
regardless of whether we use C ’ , distribution, or hyperfunction coefficients. 
On the other hand, if H splits over R. the cohomology of the complex 
( 1.1 ), i.e., C ’ (GiB, K,), is the C” globalization of the underlying Harish- 
Chandra module (essentially by definition of the C’ globalization). The 
cohomologies of the analogous complex with distribution or hyperfunction 
coefficients, i.e., C’ ’ (G/B, [I,) and C “‘(G/R, IL,), are, respectively, the dis- 
tribution globalization and the maximal globalization of the same Harish 
Chandra module: in other words. the three different choices of coefficients 
lead to three different globalizations. 

The case of a maximally real polarization on G/H, for a general Cartan 
subgroup, lies somewhere between the extreme cases of a compact or a split 
Cartan subgroup. Typically. the cohomology of the complex ( 1.1) with C’ . 
distribution, or hyperfunction coefficients does depend on the choice of 
coefficients, but C’ or distribution coefficients produce “mixed” topologies 
on the cohomology; only hyperfunction coefficients yield one of the four 
canonical globalizations-namely the maximal globalization, For polariza- 
tions which are not maximally real, the situation may be even more com- 
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plicated: although examples are cumbersome to work out, there is evidence 
to suggest that coboundary operator of the complex (1.1 )- with c“ 
coefftcientsPneed not have closed range. In any event, one cannot expect 
uniform statements about the cohomology unless one works with hyper- 
function coefficients. Thus, from now on. we replace the complex (1.1) by 
its hyperfunction analogue 

(C “‘(C)O Ly@ AIt*) Ii, (I,,. (1.2) 

The space of hyperfunctions on a non-compact manifold does not carry a 
natural Hausdorff topology. Nonetheless, the cohomology groups of the 
complex will turn out to be Frechet spaces; the crux of the matter is a 
libration of G/H over a compact homogeneous space, with the property 
that the restriction of d,, to the fibres behaves partly like exterior differen- 
tiation, partly like the (7 operator. 

The datum of the homogeneous space G/H along with a polarization b 
is equivalent (up to an appropriate notion of conjugacy) to that of a G- 
orbit in X, the flag variety of the Lie algebra 9: to (G/H, b), we associate 
the orbit S= G. b c X. Since H normalizes b, there exists a natural G- 
invariant fibration G/H -+ S. As homogeneous real analytic submanifold of 
the complex modifold X, S has the structure of CR manifold. The line 
bundle IL, + G/H descends to a G-equivariant CR line bundle over S. Thus 
it makes sense to talk of the CR Dolbeault complex on S with hyperfunc- 
tion coefficients and values in [I,. Though il, may not extend from S to all 
of X, it does extend to a g-equivariant holomorphic line bundle !i, over a 
germ ,!? of a neighborhood of S in X. Closely related to the CR Dolbeault 
complex on S is the Dolbeault complex on 3, with values in t, and coef- 
ficients which are hyperfunctions on .!? supported on S; this latter complex 
computes the local cohomology groups H:(S, C (r,)). 

Our first main result asserts that the following are isomorphic as G- 
modules: (i) the cohomology groups of the complex (1.2); (ii) those of the 
CR Dolbeault complex on S with hyperfunction coefficients and values in 
[I,; (iii) the local cohomology groups H{(.!?, I’(rA)), with a shift in degree 
by the real codimension of S in X; and (iv) the maximal globalizations of 
the Harish-Chandra modules which Zuckerman’s derived functor construc- 
tion assigns to the line bundle k, + G/H and the polarization b. This state- 
ment remains correct for any homogeneous CR vector bundle E + S in 
place of 11,. All the isomorphisms are functorial in E and have geometric 
descriptions. The main ingredients of our proof of these isomorphisms are 
the exactness of the maximal globalization [22] and certain intertwining 
operators between the cohomologies corresponding to neighboring 
G-orbits. The latter are the G-orbit analogues of the intertwining operators 
of Beilinson and Bernstein [?I. 81. Together, these allow us to reduce our 
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statement, in several stages, to the geometric realization of the discrete 
series [ 1 S]. 

In the special case of a compact Cartan subgroup, the cohomology 
groups (i), (ii), (iii) coincide for trivial reasons, even on the level of com- 
plexes; the remaining isomorphism in this situation was proved by Aguilar 
Rodriguez [ 11, Hecht and Taylor [lo] have developed a notion of analytic 
localization, which leads to results similar --but not equivalent- to ours. 

We already mentioned that Kostant [14] first called attention to the 
complex (1 .I ). Zuckerman introduced his derived functor construction as 
an algebraic analogue of geometric quantization; implicitly, at least. he 
conjectured a direct connection between his construction and the complex 
(1.1). Zuckerman also suggested a link between both of these and local 
cohomology along G-orbits in the flag variety X 1301. 

Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G, and K, the complexifica- 
tion of K. The Beilinson -Bernstein construction [2] attaches Harish 
Chandra modules to K,l -orbits in X. As was established in 171, these 
Beilinson ~Bernstein modules are dual to the derived functor modules 
which correspond to G-orbits in X. The results of this paper lead to a more 
directly geometric description of the pairing constructed in [7]. Both types 
of modules can be described in terms of local cohomology~---in one case 
along a G-orbit S, in the other case along a K,,-orbit Q, If the two orbits 
are dual in the sense of Matsuki [ 171, the two cohomologies are paired by 
cup product into the local cohomology along Sn Q, with values in the 
canonical sheaf a’;, II = dim, X. This latter cohomology maps naturally to 
H”( X. a’:.) 2 C (by evaluation over the cycle [X] ). Our second main result 
asserts that the pairing between the two types of modules is given by cup 
product, followed by 

In the case of the discrete series this is due to Zabcii- 1291. 
Our first main result was announced in 1241. A more detailed discussion 

of the motivation for our project. along with a sketch of our arguments, 
can be found in [23]. 

We are indebted to Dragan Milicic and Kari Vilonen for helpful discus- 
sions. 

2. CLASSICAL CONSTRUCTIONS 

In this paper G will be a real reductive Lie group such that 

G has a closed normal abelian subgroup Z that centralizes the identity 
component G” and such that lG/ZG”I < IX, and 
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if x E G then Ad(x) is an inner automorphism of the complexified Lie 
algebra R. 

This is the class studied in 1283. Harish-Chandra class is specified by the 
additional conditions 

[G”, Go] has finite center and G/G” is finite. 

For simplicity of exposition we will write as if G were of Harish~~Chandra 
class, but everything will be valid for the larger class specified above, using 
the methods of 128, 71. 

Recall the classical approach to geometric quantization of semisimple 
co-adjoint orbits. One can start with a basic &turn (H, b. x), where 

His a Cartan subgroup of G, 

b is a Bore1 subalgebra of g with \I c b, and 

x is a finite dimensional representation of (b, H). 
(2.1) 

In effect, b is an invariant polarization on G/H and 21 is a finite dimen- 
sional representation of H with a choice of (b, H)-module structure on the 
representation space. Denote the space by E = E,. Since 

b = 1) + n, where n = [b, b] is the nilradical of b, (2.2) 

necessarily n acts trivially on E in the important case where H acts 
irreducibly on E. 

We now have a homogeneous vector bundle 

E = E, + G/H associated to (H, 6, ,Y). (2.3 ) 

The right action of tt on C’ (G) with the given action on E defines an 
action of n on local CX sections of E. In the complex setting described 
below, one considers the G-modules that are the cohomologies of the sheaf 

I’,, (IE): germs of C’ sections,f‘of E + G/H such that 

,f(s; 5) + x( 0 ,/‘(.l-) = 0 for all x E G and ; E b. 
(2.4) 

In order to accommodate “mixed polarizations” it is better to consider 
the cohomologies of the complex 

C” (G/H; lE@A’N*), d,, (2.5) 

defined as follows. N --f G/H is the homogeneous vector bundle with fibre 
n and N * is its dual. Let (g/b)* = { 4 E II*: d(b) = 0) represent the com- 
plexified cotangent space of G/H. Let q: (g/b)* + n* denote the restriction 
dual to n 2 b/b 4 s/l). Then the map 

(g/i))* @ E@ A”tt* 3 E@ ,4p+ ‘tl* by (4, e. m)++c@(q(d) A w) (2.6) 
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is the symbol of a unique first-order G-invariant operator 

ii,,:c’(GIH;ItOA~~*)jc‘S((;/H;r;on~+’~*). 

The maps (2.7) specify the complex f2.5). 

(2.7 1 

The bundles E @ ,4”BJ * -+ G/H pull back to trivial bundles on G. There. 
the complex (2.5) becomes 

(C’(G)@E&~‘II*;~“, cl,,, (2.8) 

where i ,.. j )I’ denotes the space of H-invariants with H and II acting on 
C’(G) from the right, and where (i,, is the coboundary olperator for Lie 
algebra cohomology of n. 

Let n n ii = 0, i.e., suppose that the polarization b is totally complex. This 
is always the case when H is compactly embedded in G, and in general it 
requires that H be as compact as possible in G. Then G has an invariant 
complex structure for which n represents the antihoiomorphic tangent 
space, E + G/H has the structure of holomorphic vector bundle (see [25 or 
19]), and C,,(E) + G/H is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic sections. Here 
d,, is the Dolbeault operator ? and the sheaf version of (2.5) is the 
Dolbeault resolution of Cf;, (!E). Thus 

H*(C’(G.‘H; iEOA’~*),ri,,)~:H”(GjH, t!,,(i;i)). (2.9) 

This leads, for example, to the c” fundamental series representations of G. 
Let n = ii, i.e., suppose that the polarization b is real, Thus H is as non- 

compact as possible in G, go is quasi-split, and b is the complexification of 
the Lie algebra b,, of a minimal parabolic subgroup Bc G. Suppose further 
that n acts trivially on E (automatic if H is irreducible on E). Under the 
fibration G:H-+ G./B, the bundle L + G/H pushes down to a bundle 
E + G/B and the sheaf lf;,( E) + GjH pushes down to the sheaf 
% ’ (E) --) G/R of germs of C’ sections over G/B. The Poincari: lemma for 
the euclidean fibres n 2 H’,\B of G/H + G/R implies 

H”(C” (G:‘H; E@ A’N*), d,,) = Hp(G.‘H, C,,(t)) 

= C’“(G,fB; IF) if p-0, 

=o if [I#(). (2.10) 

Now consider the general case of a maximally real polarization. Thus H 
is arbitrary but n n tr is maximal for that choice of H. Choose a Cartan 
involution 8 of G such that OH= H. It defines the maximal compactly 
embedded subgroup K = f .w E G : O.r = .Y 1 of G, we decompose f~ = t + n into 
? 1 eigenspaces of 0, and we split H = T x A, where T= H n K and 
A =exp,(a,,). Then Z,;(a) = A4 x A with OM= M. Let P== MAN,, be an 
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associated cuspidal parabolic subgroup of G. If rl = $ @ q” is a relative dis- 
crete series representation of Z,,,(M”)M”, where q0 has Harish-~Chandra 
parameter r + p II E it:. and if (T E a(:, then one has the H-series tempered 
representation 

n$.,O = Ind” I,{, ,W”) 1f’)A L’,, (‘1 0 elm 1. 

See [28 or 111. Suppose that the parameterization is such that 1’ is 
M-antidominant and let .Y = dim, (Kn M)/T. Then, combining [ 18, 19, 281, 

and 

H’Y(“‘(G/H; E@A’N*), d,,)=O for p # s, 

G acts on H‘( C ’ (G/H; E @ A’ N * ), d,, ) by n,/,.v.,- (2.1 I) 

There are several serious problems with (2.5) for general (H, b). First, 
the complex (2.5) is not acyclic, in general, so it will compute the hyper- 
cohomology of a complex of sheaves rather than the cohomology of a 
single sheaf. Second, there is no reason, in general, to expect a’,, to have 
closed range, and, in fact, closed range is a delicate point in the cases 
described above. These problems are avoided in the algebraic version of 
(2.5), which (see Section 3 below) leads to the Zuckerman derived functor 
(9, K)-modules. In this paper we describe some geometric complexes, varia- 
tions on (2.5) which effectively yield all standard representations of G, and 
we relate them to the Zuckerman modules. 

3. HARISH- CHANDRA MODULES AND GLOBALIZATIONS 

By representation of G we will mean a continuous representation (n, v) 
of G, on a complete locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space, 
such that (n, P) has finite composition series. By Harid-Chandra nzodul~~ 
for G we mean a %(g)-finite K-semisimple (g, K)-module I’ in which every 
vector is K-finite and the K-multiplicities are finite. 

If (71, P) is a representation of G, then V= {.I- E a: x is K-finite; is dense 
in p, is a Harish-Chandra module for G, and consists of smooth vectors. 

If V is a Harish--Chandra module for G, and if (TC, v) is a representation 
of G such that I’ is (% K)-isomorphic to the space of K-finite vectors in 8, 
then we say that (n, V) is a globalization of V. 

Zuckerman’s derived functor is an algebraic version of 
H*(C”(G/H; E@ A’N*), d,,) that results in Harish Chandra modules for 
G. Let -&‘(t-~, K)(,, denote the category of K-finite (9, K)-modules, 
.J.@‘(~, Hn f%,, K, the same thing with K replaced by H n K, and 

I‘: .N(g, Hn K) ,,,, ~k,-~l/(n, KY,,,, (3.1) 
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the functor that sends a module to its maximal f-finite f-semisimple sub- 
module Then [26], r is left exact and its right derived functors R”T are 
the Zuckerman functors. So the basic datum (H, b, x) of (2.1 ) specifies 
( CJ, ~)-modules 

A"(G.H,~,x!=(R"T)(H~~,(~(I~),E),,,..,~. (3.2) 

They are Harish- Chandra modules for G. 
To relate the Harish---Chandra modules (3.2) to the cohomologies of the 

comptex (2.51, denote 

Cf”r: (HA K)-finite formal power series sections at 1 I I-I E G/N. (3.3) 

Evaluation at 1 . H in the version (2.8) gives 

Here n”,, acts on the left-hand side giving a complex of ($1, H)-modules. The 
kernel for /I = 0 is isomorphic to Hom,( #(g), I+,, &-). Resolve that by the 
complex Cf”‘(GIH; iE@Q A’N*), cl,,. Since this is an injective resolution, we 
conclude 

Note that (3.4) defines a map from the cohomology of the K&rite version 
of (2.5) to the derived functor module. That is the coefficient morphism, 

H”(C“(G:H; iE0.4’~*),,,,lf,,)-tH”(Cr”‘(G/U; E@A’Ni”),,,, ff,,), (3.5) 

defined by the Taylor series expansion at 1 FK 
We will use (3.5) in showing that certain geometrically defined represen- 

tations of G are a particular globalization of the Zuckerman modules (3.2), 
(3.4). There ar four functorial globalizations--the C’ and distribution 
globalizations of Casselman and Wallach [27] and the minimal and maxi- 
mal globalizations of [22]. Because of its topological properties, the maxi- 
mal globaiization is the one that is appropriate here. 

Let V be a Harish-Chandra module for G and let (n, p) be any 
globalization. Every vector 2%’ in the dual Harish- Chandra module 

Y‘: K-(-finite vectors in the algebraic dual of C’ 

extends to a continuous linear functional on i;;. if I”E C; and t”~ Y’, the 
coefficient, 

,f;.,.,: G --*a= by ,f;.,V, (.u) = (I:‘, 7r(.~) r), 
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is c”’ and its Taylor series at 1 depends only on the action of ‘//(g) on V. 
Any finite set {c; , . . . . D:,‘;- of +Y(g)-generators of i” now defines an injection 

Vc; C’(G)” by 1’~ c.f;., /> . ..> .f;.,;). (3.6) 

The induced topology on V is independent of choice of (0: i and 

VmaX: completion of V in the induced topology (3.7) 

is a globalization of V. We call it the ~?u.~irn~/ ~l~~~u~~~uti~n because, if p 
is any globalization, then the identity on V extends to a G-equivariant 
continuous injection B 4 V,,, . 

If (n, v) is a Banach globalization of V, then the subspace i-71” of analytic 
vectors has a natural complete locally convex topology and p” again is a 
globalization of V. Now let p be a reflexive Banach space, ii’ the dual 
Banach space, and n’ the dual of 7~. Then 

P “‘: strong topological dual of ( P’)” (3.8) 

is the space of ~?~pe~~~rzftj(jn wctws of v. It is another globalization of V, 
and the point here is 122, p. 3171 that 

the inclusion v “I5 V,,,, is a topological isomorphism. (3.9) 

IJsing this, one knows [22] that 

v + v,,,,, is an exact functor. (3.10) 

Look back at the examples in Section 2. The Dolbeault lemma holds 
with any (C”, C r, C‘ “‘) coefficients, so (2.9) holds with C’ replaced by 
C I”, and thus each Dolbeault cohomology group (2.9) is the maximal 
globalization of its underlying Harish-Chandra module. In contrast, in the 
case (2.10) of real polarization, the maximal globalization of C’ (G/B; L),,, 
is the space C “‘(G,JB; E) of hyperfunction sections. 

4. THREE GEOMETRIC COMPLEXES 

In view of (3.9) and the subsequent discussion, note that the differential 
cl,, of (2.5) extends naturally to hyperfunction sections, so we have a 
complex 

C-‘“(G/H; E@A’N*),d,,. (4.1) 

The space of hyperfunctions on a noncompact manifold does not have a 
natural topology. We topologize the cohomology of the complex (4.1) by 
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comparison of (4.7), (4.8) with the cohomology of the CauchyyRiemann 
complex (4.5) described below. In order to identify the resulting G-modules 
we also need to study the local cohology groups (4.9). In fact, these three 
are related a priori because hyperfunctions can be defined as certain local 
cohomologies. 

Let X denote the flag variety of Bore1 subalgebras of n and consider the 
tibration 

G,tH+S=G,bcX. (4.2) 

X has a natural G-invariant complex structure and S is a homogeneous 
submanifold. Thus S has constant Cauchy-Riemann (CR) dimension. In 
particular, 

N,s: intersection of the complexified tangent bundle of S 

with the antiholomorphic tangent bundle of X (4.3) 

is a G-homogeneous vector bundle based on n/(n n n). The part of the 
Dolbeault operator ?,Y contangent to S is the Cuuch~~Ricwant~ operator 

?,s: C’“(S;nw~)+c’(s; n’1’ ‘WX). (4.4) 

See the Appendix for details. There N,Y is denoted U”,‘(S). Extend 1 to the 
G-stabilizer of b by exponentiating the action of n n go on the (b, H)- 
module E,. Then 1E + G/H pushes down to a G-homogeneous bundle 1E + S 
and we have the Cauchy-Riemann complex 

c ‘“(S; E@A’Ng),?, (4.5 1 

with hyperfunction coefficients. If we pull back to G as was done for (2.8), 
we see that it is isomorphic to the complex 

(C~“‘(G)~E~A’(n/nnn)*)“““~“, ii ,,,,, r,,, (4.6 1 

for relative Lie algebra cohomology of (n, n n n) and hyperfunction coef- 
ficients. 

G/H + S has euclidean space tibres. Apply the Poincare lemma to those 
tibres to see that inclusion of the complex (4.6) in the complex (4.1 ) 
induces an isomorphism of cohomology. Thus 

H*(C “‘(G/H; IE@A’iW*), d,,) 

z H*(C “‘(S; [E@A’N;), cs) 

z H*( {C “‘(C)O E@/i’(n/n nfi)*)“““.“, 6 ,,,,,, ~,,,). (4.7 1 

Let 3 denote the germ of an open neighborhood of S in X. Then [t -+ S 
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has a unique holomorphic g-equivariant extension E + 3. Consider the 
Dolbeault complex 

CJS; ~@nT’;‘*),; (4.8) 

with coefficients that are hyperfunctions on .!? with support in S. One 
knows [ 131 that 

H”(C,.“‘(S;~On~u~~‘*), i’)zHH’;.(3;I’,(E)), 

where the right-hand side of (4.9) is local cohomology along S. 

(4.9) 

5. FIRST MAIN THEOREM 

Fix a basic datum (H, 6, x) as in (2.1) let S = G b c X. and let 
u = codim w (S c A’). The result is 

5.1. THEOREM. There are cunonicul isomorphisms 

Hp(C “‘(G,‘H; E@A.N*), d,,)z H”(C “‘(S; E@A’N;), Fs) 

These cohomologies carry natural FrPchet topologies. The isomorphisms 
are topological and the action of’ G is continuous in these topologies. The 
resulting representations of G are canonically and topologicalljl isomorphic to 
the’ action qf G on the maximal globalization qf A “(G, H, b, 1). 

5.2. Remark. The three complexes of the theorem do not have obvious 
reasonable topologies. The problem is that there is no reasonable topology 
for the space of hyperfunctions on a noncompact manifold. The topological 
part of the theorem must be understood in one of two equivalent ways. 
First, we will see that the cohomology of the Cauchy-Riemann complex 
can be calculated from a certain subcomplex that does have a good 
topology; that topology carries to the cohomology, carries over to the 
other two cohomologies by the isomorphisms, and makes Theorem 5.1 
precise. See Section 7 below. Second, the topology is determined by the 
underlying Harish--Chandra module A”(G, H, b, x) because the topology of 
the maximal globalization can be defined purely in algebraic terms. See 
c221. 

5.3. Remark. The identification of the cohomologies will be seen, in the 
proof, to be explicit and geometric, in fact induced by the natural map 
(3.5). 

The proof of Theorem 5. I is distributed over Sections 6 through 13 of 
this paper. 
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6. ISOMORPHISMS OF THE COHOMOLOGIES 

In this section we start the proof of Theorem 5.1 by showing 

Proof: The first isomorphism is (4.7), so we only need to show that the 
complexes (4.1) and (4.8) have naturally isomorphic cohomologies with a 
shift of degree by U. 

As before, we fix a base point b in ;I;‘, b = 1) + n, with h stable under both 
H and complex conjugation. Let Y denote the variety of ordered Cartan 
subalgebras. As homogeneous space, 

Y-2 G, /Ha,, (6.2) 

where G,: is the adjoint group of g, and H,- is the connected subgroup with 
Lie algebra lj. Since H, normalizes b, there is a natural projection 

p: Y-+X. (6.3) 

with fibre 

p ‘(b)2(expn (6.4) 

over the base point b. We let U y, X denote the complexified relative tangent 
bundle of the fibration p, and n$;),., UC;::,. the subbundle of holomorphic, 
respectively antiholomorphic, relative tangent vectors. Because of (6.4), 

1 0 U ;, ,r is modeled on n, 

as homogeneous vector bundle over Y z G, /H,: 
The G-orbit S, through the base point in Y, 

(6.5) 

lies over S = G b, and 

S,.=G~Ijc Y, (6.6) 

p:S~-,Shasfibreexp(nng,)=exp(nnling,,) (6.7 1 

at the base point. We note that SF LZT G/H, so 

S, is a real form of the complex manifold Y. (6.8) 
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In view of (6.4), dim, Y= 2 dim, X=2n. hence dim. S, =dim, Y = 
dimRX=dimRS+codim,Q(ScX). This shows: 

u = dim, (n n ii) is the fibre dimension of p: Sy + S. (6.9) 

Let %.:“( Y; . ..) denote the sheaf of hyperfunction sections of _... with 
support in S,; analogously $5 s”‘(X) is the sheaf of hyperfunctions on X 
with support in S. Exterior differentiation along the fibres turns 
g,s,f”( Y; A’U*,, y) into a complex. We claim 

xk(p*%‘,s;,’ (Y; /rn;.,,))= 
0, k # 2n - ~4 
% ,S c”(x), k = 2n - u. 

(6.10) 

This is really a local statement. We may view the variables on the base as 
parameters, which reduces the statement to a problem along the libres. 
Over a point of S, p: Y + X has fibre @” 2 R2”, with the libre of p: S y ---f S 
corresponding to the subspace R” c Rzr7. Thus (6.10) comes down to the 
following statement: the de Rham complex on iw”‘, \rYth hypet$inction coefl 
ficients supported along Iw”, has cohomolog!! only in degree 2n - u; in thut 
degree, the cohomology has dimension 1. This is standard in the two extreme 
cases u = 2n and u =0 [ 131. The general case follows from an argument 
which combines the two extreme cases. 

Interpret gs “‘(X) as a complex of sheaves concentrated in degree zero. 
Then (6.10) becomes a quasi-isomorphism between complexes of sheaves, 

%,,“‘(X)[u-2n] z p*%‘,y,“‘( Y; A’TT.,,%); (6.11) 

here [u- 2n] denotes a shift of indexing by 2n ~ U. Twisting the quasi- 
isomorphism with the Dolbeault complex of the vector bundle E over the 
germ 3 of a neighborhood of S gives 

z p.+&,“‘(p ‘(3); p*~On.?r~,,.o/i.a~,.o/i.p*U~‘*). (6.12) 

The H,-invariant splitting n = b + II + , with n + equal to the sum of the 
positive root spaces, puts a G,-invariant holomorphic connection on the 
fibre bundle 

this connection is flat since [it+, n + ] c n, In other words, there existsa 
G,-invariant isomorphism 
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which is compatible with the complex structure and Lie bracket. Hence- 
forth we shall write B V instead of P*B,~, to simplify the notation. Then 

so the right-hand side of (6.12) can be identified with 

p*%,s,“‘(p ‘(St: fl*iiioil.o~;);.on.n(~‘~). (6.14) 

The local cohomology sheaves of I”, along the real form S,, vanish except 
in degree dim ,,a S ) - 2n, and coincide with %’ “‘(.S) f, the sheaf of the hyper- 
functions on S, , in degree 2n [ 131. Equivalently, 

% \,yp ‘(S); /l’U$“)[2N] 2 % “(S,) (6.15) 

(here we identify % “‘(S,) with a sheaf on Y. or on 12 ‘(3). having trivial 
stalks at points outside S,). We take cohomology with respect to the 
second index in (6.14), and USC (6.15), to find 

hence (6.12 ) becomes 

The higher direct images of the flabby sheaves % “(S, : . ..) vanish. Thus, 
by L,eray and (6.16), 

At the second step and at the last step, we used th fact that the hyper- 
cohomology of a complex of flabby sheaves is computed by its complex of 
global sections. The homogeneous vector bundle p*iE over Sy 2: G/H 
is modeled on the H-module K, Recall (6.5) and observe that the 
isomorphism (6.15) rclatcs differentiation by a real analytic vector field < 
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on S, to Lie derivative along the holomorphic extension of < on Y. Thus 
C “‘(S,; p*E@n.lJbJ;;,) coincides with the complex (4.1) (Here recall 
(6.5).) Now (6.17) implies Proposition (6.1 ). 

7. A SUBCOMPLEX OF THE CR COMPLEX 

In this section we describe a subcomplex of the Cauchy-Riemann 
complex (4.5) that has several key properties. First, it has the same 
cohomology as (4.5). Second, it has a natural Frtchet topology. Third 
(we will see this in later sections), its differentials have closed range, so the 
cohomology inherits a Frkchet structure. 

Fix a Cartan involution 0 of G with OH = H. Thus H = T x A with 
T= H n K and A = exp(a,,), where 

K = G” : maximal compactly embedded subgroup of G 

t)=t+a: &l eigenspacesofQ,,. 

We have our orbit S = G. b, lj c 6. We are going to define a related orbit 
S,;,, = G. b,,,i,X, where b c b,,,;,, and b,,,,, is maximally real for that condi- 
tion. Then, as described before (2.11), G has a cuspidal parabolic subgroup 
P= MAN,,, Zc;(ao) = M x A, lIM= M, and b,,, c p. We will do this in 
such a way that 

7.1. PROPOSITION. G n B c G n B map, so gb b gb,,, defines II ,fi‘hration 
S + S,,,,. G n B,,, c P, .YO g. b,,, H gP defines a ,fihration S,;,, + G/P. 
The ,fi:hre.s of each of’ rhr three ,fihrations ure complex suhmun~fddr of X: 

S 

A 
XTl;,, - GIP 

Our subcomplex of ((4.5) depends on S+ G/P, and we will need 
S --f S,,, in Section 10. 

7.2. LEMMA. Ltjt @+ he u positice root .sy.slem ,fbr (CJ, 6). !f there is no 
complex’ simple root r .such that % E - @ ‘, then @ + is muximull~ reul. 

Proof: Let (~a, and qciff such that @+ = (cc~@(g,t)):cc(~+g)>O}. 
If 2 E @+ is simple, then either a I0 = 0 and cc(q) > 0, or ~(5) > Icc(q)l. So, if 
rE@+, either rl,=O and a(q)>O, or m(<)>O. In other words @+ is the 
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maximally real system defined by @‘(m, t) = {CX E @: tl lo = 0 and ax(q) > 0; 
and @+(g,O= (x~@:z([)>O). QED. 

b r‘l fi c Lx n b,,,,, . i.e., no n b c B(~ n &,,, (7.5) 

Each topological component of G n B, or of G n B,,,. contains every coset 
of T module r”. Thus 

Gn BcGn B,,,, so S fibres over S,,,, . (7.6) 

The fibre of S-+ S,:,, is a complex submanifold of A’, as a consequence of 

Proqf: We defined q as an intersection of complex subalgebras of 9 that 
contain IJ and, by (7.6), are normalized by G n B. So q is a complex sub- 
algebra, G n B normalizes q, and tl c q. 
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Write Y= @+ “A;,, n @&, so that q=b+CYcl 7’ Now 
@+ n@+ c@~c,xn@,~3x gives Yn ul=@’ nrf’, so qnij=bnh. 

Look at the negative system. That gives ( -@ ’ ) n ( - @ + ) c ( -@,;,,,,) n 

(-G,‘,,). Take complements: @ + u @ ’ 2 @,A,, u @,‘,,. Thus Y u 9= 

The assertions of Proposition 7.1 regarding S + S,,, now are proved. As 
for S,;,, + G/P, note that b,;,, + b,,, = p. so b,,,,, is a totally complex 
polarization for the fibre ( rM/T) of S,,,,, + G.!P. Now we combine these. 

7.8. LEMMA. Define r = q + (b A m). Then r i.s u r~omples suholgehrr~ of’!] 
such that r + r = p and r n f = b n b. In other ,iwrds, r is u totull). compku 
polarization ,for the ,fi’hre of the composition S -+ S,,;,, + G/P. ii,hir,h thus is 
a complex ~suhman~fbld of X, and the fihrr of‘ S + S,,, is u c~0mple.u .suh- 
man[fold qf the ,fi:hre of S + Gf P. 

Proof: Note from Lemma 7.4(iv) that b n m = b,,,, n m. Since 
b m B x A b,,,,, is the sume of h with the q 2 such that a(t) > 0 for a certain 
i” E a,, now [b n m, q] c q. and it follows that r is a subalgebra of q. Now 
compute 

r+r=q+q+(bnm)+(bnm) 

= (1 + q + 111 

= m + (b,,, n b,,,, ) 

= 111 + 1) + III, = p 

and 

rnY=(qnq)+(qnbnm)+(qnbnm)+t 

= (b n 6) + (subspaces of b n 6) 

=bnb. 

That completes the argument. Q.E.D. 

The proof of Proposition 7.1 is complete. Now we proceed to describe a 
certain subcomplex of the Cauchy-Riemann complex (4.5). For that, we 
want to talk about hyperfunctions that are smooth along the fibre of 
S + G/P. 

7.9. LEMMA. Let W + C; he N c”’ ,fihrution. Then the .sheuf qf germs of 
hyperfunctions on W. lvhich are C’ along the .fi;hre.s, is Jz,ell &fined. 
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Proof: The basic ingredients of the theory of hyperfunctions make 
good sense with C’ dependence on parameters. See Komatsu [ 131. In 
particular, hyperfunctions on sets U, x U,. U, open in iw”i, with C’ 
dependence on the R”? variable, can be patched together. In other words. 
such hyperfunctions constitute a sheaf. 

Now we sheck that change of local trivialization preserves the sort 
of hyperfunction just described. So, let H(z~,, M?) be a hyperfunction 
on U, x U, that is c“ in u2. Let F: U, x ciz -+ C, x b’, be a C”” 
diffeomorphism of the form F(u, , ul) = (II,. j’( U, , u,) ). We want to see 
that H(u,.,/‘(u,, u?)) is C “I in (u,, u,) and C” in u?. 

Let 0, c c”’ be a Stein neighborhood of CT,. Let “i(ii,, 14~) be a cocycle 
on O,, representing the hyperfunction )L’(u~, uZ), C’ parameter u2. Shrink- 
ing U,, o,, and UZ, we can suppose that ,f extends to ,7: 0, x U, + U, 
holomorphic in 0,. Then @(ii,, ,T(G,, II,)) represents a hyperfunction with 
C’ dependence on u?. Q.E.D. 

Combining (7.1) and (7.9) we have a well-defined sheaf. 

% (; y(S): germs of hyperfunctions on S that are C ‘ 

along the fibres of S -+ G/P. (7.10) 

Cuutiorr: this notation should not be confused with the notation of 
Section 6, where the subscript refers to support. (7.10) defines (using F5) 21 
complex of sheaves 

~r;~(S;1EO/i~~,5):germsofsectionsofIEOnp~,~~S, 

coefficients in C,; ‘): S (7.1 1 ) 

Taking global sections we arrive at a subcomplex 

c(; I;( s; IE 0 /I. N g ), ?,s (7.12) 

of the Cauchy-Riemann complex (4.5). The basic facts about the complex 
(7.12) are 

7.13. PROPOSITION. The inclusion qf (7.12) in the Cuuch~~~ Riemann com- 
p1r.u (4.5 ) induces isomorphisms of‘ cohomologq. 

7.14. PROPOSITION. The C,;(S; E 0 A “N ,T ) hucr natural Frkhet 
topologit~s. In those topologies, (7s is continuous and the actions c?f’ G art’ 
Frkchet representations. 

We first prove Proposition 7.13. 
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7.15. LEMMA. Let I!I + Z he a holomorphic wctor bundle. Then the sheaf’ 
e(W) + Z of germs of holomorphic sections has resolution by the comp1e.u 
[F”(Z; W@A.U”-l(z)*). 2) of’g erms of W-oulued (0, . )-forms btith hyper- 
function cot$ficient.s. 

(This is proved in Komatsu [ 131.) 

7.16. LEMMA. The inclusions XG;(S; E@ApN~)-f%~‘“(S; E@ApN,z) 
of the sheaves (7.1 1) into t,he sheaves corresponding to the Cuuchy-Riemunn 
comp1e.y induce isomorphisms qf‘cohomolog~~ sheaves. 

Proqf: The bundle is irrelevant; we need only prove this for scalar 
forms on an open set U x V c R“ x Rh that are C “I on U and C ’ on V. 
Komatsu’s argument [ 131 for the hyperfunction Dolbeault lemma is valid 
with C” parameters. This reduces the proof to the usual Dolbeault lemma. 

Q.E.D. 

7.17. LEMMA. The sheaves % “‘(S; [E@ApNz) and %-i,;(S; E@APN,:) 
are wft. 

Proqf!f: Softness is local. We must show that every XE S has a 
neighborhood U such that any section over a closed subset of 0’ extends to 
a global section. For this we may assume that I/ has compact closure, that 
1E + S and NJ, + S are trivial over U, and that U is the inverse image of a 
locally trivializing open set for S + G/P. With respect to the latter we write 
u=fi, x u7. 

Let Fc U be a closed set. Since F is compact, any section of % I” over 
F extends to a neighborhood W of F, cl( IV) c U. It is standard that 
a hyperfunction on W extends (not uniquely) to a hyperfunction on U 
with support in cl(W), then of course by zero to all of S. That is the 
(standard) argument that 59 “‘(S; IE @ .4%4 $) is soft. We modify it for 
%$(S; E@nPN.;). 

First suppose F= F, x F,, F, c U,. Apply the above argument to F, c U, 
with C”’ parameters in F,. Thus any section of %Yti:‘;: over F extends to a 
global section. For the general case, let CJ be a section of GZGjF over F, and 
6 an extension of 0 to an open neighborhood W of F with cl(W) c U. 
Cover F by a finite number of sets F, x V,, F, compact, V, open, 
F, x V, c W. Let 5x be a section over U, x P’/, that agrees with 5 on F, x V, 
and has support inside cl(W). Let j$Z} be a C” partition of 1 for the 
covering { V, j of U V,. Let 6, (u, , u2) denote 4, (u,). Then C d, 5, extends 
CJ to U with support in cl(W), so it extends further by 0 to a global section 
of +?,‘;. Q.E.D. 

A general result in sheaf cohomology [6] says that, from Lemma 7.16, 
the inclusion of sheaves induces an isomorphism of hypercohomology. 
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Since both complexes consist of soft sheaves by Lemma 7.17, the hyper- 
cohomology is just the cohomology of the associated complex of global 
sections. That completes the proof of Proposition 7.13. 

Now we deal with Proposition 7.14. First notice that the theory of 
hyperfunctions with values in a reflexive Banach space is developed in 
exactly the same way as for complex valued hyperfunctions. Thus, 

7.18. LEMMA. Let W + M lw u C”’ vector bundle over u compact C”’ 
man[fold M, iqhose typical ,fihrr is u wfle.uive Bunuch spuce V, und let 
W/* -+ M he the dun1 bundle, modeled on V*. Then the spuce C “‘(M; W ) of’ 
h~pet$mction .wctions bus u nutural Frkhet topolog~~, \14ich is the strong 
duul to the nuturul topoiog~- on C”‘(M; W * ). 

Now let F denote the typical tibre of S + G/P. So C’ (F) is a Frkhet 
space , limit of Sobolev spaces V,, of functions on F. That expresses C’(F) 
as a topological limit of Hilbert spaces V,,. The corresponding bundle 
@ ’ (F) thus is a limit of Hilbert bundles V,,. Lemma 7.18 applies to the 
W,, -+ G/P. Now 

C,,‘J:(S)=C “‘(G/P;@’ (F))=lim C “‘(GjP; W,,) (7.19) 

has a natural G-invariant topology in which css is continuous. The limit 
topology here is given by the union of an increasing family of seminorms, 
so it is Frkhet. Proposition 7.14 follows. 

8. THE TENSORING ARGUMENT 

In this section we use tensoring arguments to reduce Theorem 5.1 to a 
special case. 

8.1. DEFINITION. An admissible Frkhet G-module has property (MC) if 
it is the maximal globalization of its underlying Harish--Chandra module. 

8.2. DEFINITION. A complex (C, d) of FrCchet G-modules bus property 
(MG) if (i) d has closed range, (ii) the cohomolgies HP(C’, d) are 
admissible and of finite length, and (iii) each HP(C’, d) has property (MG). 

8.3. DEFINITION. Given a basic datum (H, 6, x), the corresponding 
homogeneous vector bundle E -+ S has property (MG) if the partially 
smooth CauchyyRiemann complex (7.12) has property (MG). 

In view of Section 6. we want to prove that, for every (H, b, x), the 
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homogeneous bundle E -+ S has property (MG). But Theorem 5.1 requires 
more. Denote 

H/‘(S: FE) = H”( c “‘(S; E@ AN,?), :,s). (8.4) 

Proposition 7.13 shows that H”(S; E) is calculated by a Frechet complex. 
As 5, and projection to K-isotypic subspaces commute, H”(S; E),,, is 
calculated by the subcomplex of K-finite forms in that Frechet complex. 
These forms are smooth because they are smooth in certain directions by 
deftnition and because K is transitive on the transverse directions. In 
particular, K-finite forms in that Frechet complex have formal power series 
at 1 . H, and so we can use (3.5) to define morphisms 

H”(S; El,,, --$ A”(G, H, b. y). (8.5) 

The last aissertion of Theorem 5.1 is that these are isomorphisms. 

8.6. DEFINITION. The bundle lF --+ S bus properfj’ (Z) if the maps (8.5) 
are isomorphisms. 

Tensoring has to start somewhere. So we consider the following condi- 
tion on a pair (H, b). 

There exist a positive root system @+ and a number C> 0 
such that: if E + S is irreducible, E. = ~fx E l)*, i, is the restric- 
tion of jL to the real form hJa on which roots take real values, 
and O.,, r)>CforallrE@+, then IE -+ S has both proper- 
ties (Z) and (MG). (8.7) 

In this section we prove 

8.8. PROPOSITION. Fix (H, 6). If‘ (8.7) is true then, for urhitrury husit 
data qf the,form (H, b, I), E + S has both properties (Z) and (MG). 

For any (H, b), Proposition 8.8 reduces the proof of Theorem 5.1 to the 
proof of (8.7). That will be done in Sections 9 through 13. 

8.9. LEMMA. Let T: U + V he a continuous G-eyuivariant map of 
admissible Frkhet G-modules. IJ‘ U and V huve property (MG), then T has 
closed range and both Ker T and Coker T have property (MG). 

Proof If Ker T= 0, i.e., T is an injection, this is the fact [22] that 
“maximal globalization” is an e.uuc~/ functor on the category of Harish 
Chandra modules for G. 
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The case Ker Tq U now shows that U/Ker T has (MG), and then the 
case U,‘Ker Tq V shows that T has closed range and ViIm T has (MG). 

QED. 

Now consider the category of complexes of FrCchet G-modules with (;- 
equivariant differentials. Morphisms of such complexes are, by definition, 
continuous and G-equivariant. The content of Proposition 7.14 is that the 
partially smooth subcomplex (7.12) of the Cauchy-Riemann complex (4.5 ) 
belongs to this category. 

Proof: Let 0 + C’+’ C +I’ C” +O be the short exact sequence in 
question. Since x and /j consist of continuous maps, the induced maps 

H”( C’) & H”(C) & H”( C”) 

are continuous. The connecting maps 6: HP( C”) -+ HP + ‘(C’) are induced 
by 2 ’ u”- p ‘, where cl is the differential of C. So it suffices to show that 
if SC (C”) p+’ is a closed subset and is a union of cosets of the kernel or 
the differential of’ of C’, then fill ‘r(S) is closed in (C”)“. Im 2 = Ker fi is 
Frtchet so the open mapping theorem says that the r: (C’)“ + a( C’)” arc 
homeomorphisms. Now cc(S) is closed in C” + ‘. As cl is continuous, 
d ‘a(S) is closed in c”‘. Since d ‘z(S) is a union of cosets of z(C’)~, /j 
maps the complement of (I’ ‘z(S) onto the complement of fld ‘r(S). The 
open mapping theorem for [j: C/Ker [j --f C” says that /II is open, so now 
fld ‘Y(S) is closed. Q.E.D. 

8.11. LEMMA. Let O+ C’-t’C+t’C” + 0 be a short e.xuct sequence of’ 
complescs of’ FrPchet G-modules. Jf’ trvo ?f them have (MG) then the third 
has (MG). 

Proof: It suffices to show that the differential of the third complex has 
closed range. Once that is done, the cohomologies are admissible and have 
finite length because they lit into an exact sequence where the surrounding 
terms have these two properties. Also, the long exact cohomology sequence 
maps naturally into the corresponding sequence of maximal globalizations 
of underlying Harish-Chandra modules, so exactness of the maximal 
globalization functor says that the cohomologies of the third complex have 
(MG). 

Write d, cl’, tf” for the differentials; B, B’, B” for the coboundaries; 
Z, Z’, Z” for the cocycles. 
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Let C’ and C” have (MG). The HP( C”) are Hausdorff so Ker iZ” + 
H”(C”) ) = fi ‘(B”)” n 2” = z(Z’)~ + dC” ’ is closed and 

a@d: (Z’)“@C” ’ +/I ‘(B”)“nZ” 

is an open map. If (I) E Zp is in the closure of BP, it is in /j ‘(B”)” now, so 
there are nets (d,,) c CP ’ and [$,,I c (Z’)p with I$,,} -4, I$,‘) + II/. 
where cu = a$ + dq4 and z$,, + L&,, E BP. Now s~(Ic/,, E BP so [$,I E H”(C) is 
annihilated by a* : H”(C’) + H”(C), hence in the image of H” ‘(Cl’) + 
H”(C). That image is closed by Lemma 8.9. so it contains [$I. Now 
a* [I)] =O, i.e., [o] =O, i.e. o E BP. 

Let C and C’ have (MG). Then an analogous argument shows that the 
(B”)” are closed. 

Let C and C” have (MG). Then the image of H” ‘(C) -+ HP ‘(C”) is 
closed by Lemma X.1, its pre-image /IZ” ’ + (B”)” ’ in (Z”)” ’ is closed 
there. and thus ZP ’ + cc(C”)” ’ = [j ’ {/IZP ’ + (B”)” ’ ) is closed in 
C” ‘. Now let tr) be in the closure of (B’)“. Then tr) E (Z’)” and there 
is a net id,‘) c(C’)” ’ with {dq5,,j + tc). Since H”(C) is Hausdorff 
and H”(C’)p ’ with {dqb,>) + tr). Since H”(C) is Hausdorff and 
H”(C’) + HP(C) is continuous, x(r) is of the form d’+b, $ E Cp ‘. Now 
{dud,,} + d$. BP is closed, so d: C” ’ + B” is an open map, and thus one 
has { $,, i c Ci’ ’ with {$,,I + $ and d’+b,, = cl@,,. Now the $,,, hence $, are 
in the closed subspacc Z” ’ + %(C’)” ‘. So #X(O = d$ E dx(C’)/’ ’ = 
zd’(C’)p ’ = cc(P)“. Since r is injective, now (11 E (B’)“. Q.E.D. 

Let 0 c E, c ..’ c E, = E be a composition series for the (H, b)- 
module E. In other words, the corresponding homogeneous bundles 
Oc IE, c . . c 1E, = [E over S satisfy: the quotient bundles 11,= E,/E, , + S 
are irreducible. By induction on k, Lemma 8.11 gives us 

8.12. COROLLARY. [fall the [I, + 5' haue (MG) then [E + S has (MG). !/ 
iE -+ S and cl11 hut one of’ the [I, --f S have (MG), then the remaining [I, + S 
has (MG). 

The corresponding result holds for property (Z): 

8.13. LEMMA. If ull the [I, + S haz;e (Z) then 1E --, S has (Z). !fLE + S and 
all hut one of the [I, + S huue (Z), then the remaining iL, + S has (Z). 

Proof: The morphisms based on (3.5) induce morphisms (8.5) of long 
exact cohomology sequences corresponding to a short exact sequence of 
bundles. If two of these bundles have (Z) then the five-lemma ensures that 
the third has (Z). That proves the version of Lemma 8.11, where (Z) 
replaces (MG), and now the assertion follows as in (8.12). Q.E.D. 
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Let F be a finite dimensional G-module. 3 --+ 5’ the associated homo- 
geneous vector bundle. The g-equivariant extension r -+ 3 to a germ of a 
neighborhood is holomorphically trivial. so 

the complex ( C “‘(S; IE @ F @ A’ N ,T), ?,> 1 is the direct sum of 
dim F copies of (C “‘(S: E@A.FV.c). i;,Y). (X.14) 

Now. if ps has closed range for IE then it has closed range for E@ 3. It 
follows that 

8.15. LEMMA. ~f‘lE+Shas (MG) then E@[F-+Shu.r (MG). 

Similarly, from a glance at the origin (3.5) of (8.5). 

8.16. LEMMA. !f‘lE + S bus (Z) then E@ IF -+ S lza.s (Z). 

Now we have the analytic tools for the proof of Proposition 8.8. We still 
need a geometric tool. 

8.17. DEFINITION. Let F,, . . . . F, be the irreducible finite dimensional 
g-modules corresponding to the fundamental highest weights. Let B c [I; 
be an open ball of some radius with center at 0. Then P(E~); is acce,~,~i/~~~~ 
,from B if there exist p. E B, Jo { 1, . . . . 1). and an extremal weight v of F, such 
that p = ilo + I’, and cl0 + Y’ E B for any weight 11’ # 1’ of F,. 

The idea is that the weight system of F, is in the convex hull of the 
extremal weights, and appropriate translations V’ H ~1~) + I!’ will keep all the 
weights inside a large radius ball B except for one extremal weight, In fact, 

8.18. LEMMA. There exists rl, > 0 n$th the ,fblloiving property: lf‘ B c $1: 
is un open hnil centered at 0, with radius Y 3 P”, then 

contains an open hail centered uf 0 with radius > r. 

Proof: We first check that it suffices to prove 

if B is a hyperplalie in 6; then there exist a parallel translate 
5’ of 8, an integer Jo { 1, . . . . Ij and an exfremal weight I: of F, 
such that v is on one side of 5’ and the other weights of F, 
are on the other side. (8.19) 

In effect, a unit vector g in bg determines a parallelism class of hyper- 
planes, and if s is in this class then replace 11 by -II if necessary so that 
5’ = i < E l)*,: 4: . q = r 1 for some r > 0. We can deform TV slightly, using the 
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same ,j and v in (8.19) and the 5’ defined by t q = r will still satisfy (8.19). 
Now we have (,j, v, r) associated to a neighborhood of q in the unit sphere. 
A finite number of these neighborhoods cover. Let r,) be the maximum of 
their numbers r > 0. Now (8.19) implies the lemma. 

We prove (8.19). Choose q E hi, unit vector orthogonal to 4 with 5 given 
by [ ‘1 = r for some r > 0. Since (8.19) is invariant under the Weyl group 
we may assume q in the positive Weyl chamber. So q r > 0 for all simple 
roots X, q x > 0 for some simple root 2. Choose ,j~ { 1. . . . . I) so the the 
corresponding fundamental highest weight, say <,, has t,. x > 0 for a simple 
root SI with q .SI > 0. If V’ is another weitht of F, then yl. I!’ < q. <,. Now 
(8.19) follows with r= c,. QED. 

8.20. Proof of’ Proposition 8.8. Assume (8.7). If Proposition 8.8 fails, 
then in view of Corollary 8.12 and Lemma 8.13, Proposition 8.8 must fail 
for a basic datum (H, b. x) with E + S irreducible. 

Let IE + S be irreducible, so & = i E h*. Let C be as in (8.7), r. as in 
Lemma 8.18, and &, E I) i, If (A,,, s( ) is suffciently large for all 2 E @ + , then 
IIiR - 1.,,11 <r. forces all (i,, X) > C for x E @+, so by (8.7) [E + S has both 
(Z) and (MG). Fix one such & and let 

r,=sup{r>O: //EL-,-3.,,/1 <rimplies and (MG) for E). 

Then r, 3 r,,. If Y, < XI then Lemma 8.18 provides r2 > r, such that the 
open ball B(rz). radius r1 and center 0, is contained in B(v, ) u i accessible 
from B(r,)j. So (Z) and (MG) carry over from B(r,) to B(r,) by 
Lemmas 8.15 and 8.16. That contradicts the choice of r, Thus Y, is infinite. 
That proves Proposition 8.8. Q.E.D. 

9. MAXIMALLY REAL POLARIZATIONS 

In this section we show that (8.7) holds for maximally real polarizations. 
So the results of Sections 7, 8, and 9 combine to give 

9.1. PROPOSITION. Theorem 5.1 holds when the basic dutum (H, 6, x) is 
such that b is a maximally real polarization. 

We break the argument into small steps. 

9.2. LEMMA ( AguilarrRrodriguez [ 1 ] ). [f’ G is connected and H is com- 
pactly embedded in G, then the (Z) part qf (8.7) is true. 

Proqf: As H is compactly embedded, b n 6 = h, S = G/H is open in X, 
and the complexes (4.1), (4.5), (4.8), and (7.12) all coincide, yielding 
Dolbeault cohomology H’ (5’; iE). 
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Let L -3 S be irreducible, L = r/x E I)*. 
Suppose first that G is relatively compact, i.e., G = K. If CE -+ S is positive 

then the Borel-Weil theorem and its Zuckerman module analog say that 
both sides of (8.5) are zero for p # 0, irreducible and isomorphic for p = 0. 
So it suffices to show the morphism of (8.5) not identicalIy zero for p = 0. 
That is clear: the Taylor series of a nonzero holomorphic section is nonzero. 

We have just proved (Z) for irreducible positive bundles when G = K. It 
follows for irreducible negative bundles when G = K, either by Lemma 8.16 
or by passage to dual bundles. 

Now we are in the general case of Lemma 9.2. If the irreducible bundle 
E + S is su~ciently negative, i.e., if (A,LY)$O whenever r>O: then [IX] 
Hi’(S; lE)=O for p #dim,, K/H, and for J)= dim, K/H is the underlying 
Harish -C’handra modille for the relative discrete series representation 
nC;+p of Harish--Chandra parameter E. 3-p. It is also known [26] that 
A “(G, H, t), x) is 0 for p #dim, K,‘H, and for p = dim, K/f{ is the Harish - 
Chandra module for n, + I,. Thus again we need only check that the 
morphism of (8.5) is not identically zero for p=dims K/H. So. consider 

where m,, m, are the morphisms (8.5) for G and K, and r,, r2 are restric- 
tions to the maximal compact subvarity. The diagram commutes, the r, are 
surjective, and we just saw that mh. is nonzero. So fn, is nonzero. Q.E.D. 

Proofi Let 2 = 2, (GO), centralizer of the identity component G” in the 
full group G. Then ZGO = HG’ and H = ZH’. Note that x = <@ (1 j f,tJ) 
where { = I 1 z, Let 1E -+ S be irreducible and i. = & E It* as before. 

Lemma 9.2 says that there is a positive root system @+ such that, for 1 
deep in the corresponding chamber, the 

H”(G’;‘H(‘; EO),ki+ + A”(G”, H”, b, ~I,,o) 

are ($3, ~~‘~-~somorphisms. Here DI” = IE / .\+) for some component So z G”IH” 
of S. Now tensor with i to see that the H”(ZG’/H; E*f,,h-~l -+ 
A”(ZG”, H, b, x) are (9, ZK”)-isomorphisms. Induction from (a, ZK”)- 
modules to (n, K)-modules carries these to isomorphisms H”(G/H; IE),,, -+ 
A”(G, H, b, ~1. Q.E.D. 
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9.4. LEMMA. !f‘b is masin~all~~ real, then the (Z) part of’(8.7) is true. 

Proqf: As described before, G has a cuspidal parabolic subgroup 
P= MAN, associated to H, such that b c p. Here H= TX A with 
T= H n K and A =exp(a,,). S? G/H. N,,, and S fibres over G/P with 
holomorphic libres M,IT. 

Let E + S be irreducible. Note that x = x [.@ x,, , where 

&=/lEl)*. 1, =XlT* & , = EL I,. kr = ew(x I ,, 1. 

If El,,,., is sufficiently negative then, from Lemma 9.3, the 

H”(MIT; E I ,w , ),xr~, .,,I + A”( M, T, b n m, x 7 ) (9.5a) 

are isomorphisms of (nr, K n M)-modules; those modules are nonzero just 
for p = dim&K n M)/T. So any (Kn M)-finite E-valued closed form on 
M/T with formal power series coefficients at I T is cohomologous to a 
smooth one, and a smooth closed (Kn M)-finite E-valued form on M\T is 
exact just when its Taylor series at 1 T is cohomologous to zero. 

Let Z” and BP denote the respective spaces of closed and exact smooth 
(Kn M)-finite E-valued (0, p)-forms on M/T. and let Zp and BP denote 
the corresponding spaces with “smooth” replaced by “formal power series” 
for the coefficients. So (9.5a) says 

Zp,“Bi’ 2 “Zp/ B” as (m, K n M)-modules, (9.5b 

where the isomorphism is induced by Z” + Zp, Taylor series at I T. 
We compute AP(G, H, b, x) from the complex of K-finite E-valued form 

on G/H, formal power series coefficients at 1 H. Apply the Poincarb 
lemma (valid in the context of formal power series) to the fibres ? N,, of 
G/H + G/H. N,, 2 S. So we can compute A”(G, H, b, x) from the subcom- 
plex of forms constant along right N,, cosets that annihilate N, directions, 
i.e., forms that push down to S. Since these forms are K-finite, thus well- 
defined functions on the K-orbit of the base point, we can compute 
A”(G, H, b, x) from the complex of left K-finite, right Kn M invariant, 
functions from K to the Zuckerman complex for M/T. In other words, 

A”(G, H, b, x)=C”(K; Z”);,‘;“i’C’(K; ‘BP);&‘“. (9.6a) 

From (9Sb) we may take the values to be in the spaces of smooth forms, 

Ap(G, H, b, 1)~ C”(K; Zi’)~$“/C’ (K; Bp)F$‘2’. (9.6b) 

Any such function K 4 Zp corns from a closed global K-finite form on S, 
because MIT is fibre and K is transitive on the base of S + G/P 2 K/K n M. 
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Conclusion: N”(S; iE)(,, -3 A”(G, I?, b, xf is surjective. But here each side is 
induced from the corresponding side of (9Sa), so the surjection is an 
isomor~h~sm. Q.E.D. 

Pro~$ As before we may assume that [E is irreducible. Let iL = & be 
deep in the negative Weyf chamber. Then the assertion is esse~t~aliy eon 
tamed in [IS]. There, it is shown that N”(S; iEI) = 0 for p f: p. = dim,, K/H. 
that ? has closed range, and that WJ”j(S; !I) is a certain representation 
described above in Lemmas 9.2 and 9.3. This last is done by exhibiting a 
topological isomorph~sm with the space of sections, of a certain vector 
bundle over G/K, annihilated by a certain first-order operator 2. The 
maximal globalization maps to this space of sections by I‘ I-+ F,., where 
F,,(X) = /)(X(X) ‘o), p projection to the rn~~irna~ K-type of rc. By maxi- 
maiity, this map is an isomorphism. Now use the tensoring argument. 

Q.E.D. 

9.8. #.,EMMA. lf b is ~l~.~~~~f~~! red then t/w (MG) purr t-+’ (8.7) i.f rme. 

Proqf: Again, we may assume that iE is irreducible. Let i=&= V+ irr. 
YE it: deep in the negative Weyl chamber of ct +(nt, t 1. Then 

vanishes except in degree pO = dim, K,,/T, K,bf = tin M, and W = 
H”(S; E) is the C “’ induced representation Ind $,4Nt,(fjt @ @‘). This is as in 
(2.1 Z ), except that in the induction step one considers hy~erfunct~ons 
G -+ V, rather than measurable functions that are L’ on GIP. The induced 
module W has finite length because 4 is irreducible. It also has a good 
FrCchet topology, which one sees as follows. 

As b is maxjmal~y real, G R 5 = H. N,, and S-+ G/P has fibre 
P/N. N, = M/T. So the complex C,;: consists of forms which, as “func- 
tions” on G, are smooth in the MAN, directions and are hyperfunctions 
in the transverse directions. The Leray spectral sequence argument relating 
Dolbeault cohomology of E / +I-7’ to sections of a vector bundle over M/K,+,, 
which is done explicitly in [ lSJ, is constructive and works with hyper- 
function parameters. Thus the closed range argument of [ 183 proves 
closed range here. fn particular. U’ inherits a Frtchet topology from 
c‘, ‘Zf s* E @ A PO N ,$ ). , 

It remains only to show that B’ is (MG). The Casselman submodule 
theorem [4] realizes the underlying Harish-Chandra module of P’, as a 
sub~resentatiot~ of a (non-unitary) prjn~jpa~ series (m, ~,~,)-module. The 
Iatter has maximal globahzation that is just. the appropriate induced 
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representation of M in the context of hyperfunctions 1221. Since V,, is 
(MC) by Lemma 9.7. now it is a closed subspace of a c‘ “’ principal series 
representation space of M. Thus W is (MC). Q.E.D. 

Lemmas 9.4 and 9.5 combine to prove (8.7) for maximally real b. 
Proposition 8.8 thus says that 1E + S satisfies both (Z) and (MC) when b 
is maximally real. Combine this with Propositions 6.1, 7.6, and 7.14 to 
obtain Proposition 9.1. 

10. CHANGE OF POLARIZATION; STATEMENT 

In this section we formulate a statement on change of polarization, 
(10.9) and show how it completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. The statement 
itself will be proved in Sections 11, 12, and 13. 

The Cartan subgroup H c G is fixed. Let b c ~1 be a Bore1 subalgebra 
such that 

11 c b and b is nor maximally real. (10.1) 

Lemma 7.2 gives us a complex simple root r such that SC $ @+. Denote 

@(T =.szcD+, b,, = s, b, S,, = G b,,. (10.2) 

As in the proof of Proposition 7.1, G n B c G n B,,, so S libres over S,,. 
More precisely, q, = b + b,, + h, is normalized by G n B and satisfies 

(1% + S, = 4, n 6,) and q,n?,=bnb 

so the fibres of po: S+ S,, are complex submanifolds of X. In fact, 
Lemma 7.3 shows that the libre 

p. ‘(1 .B,)=exp(R.).B~~==‘(@)‘\jO). (10.3) 

Let b,=b+gl=b,,+g 1, let X, denote the flag manifold of parabolic 
subalgebras of g that are Int(g)-conjugate to b,, and consider the orbit 
S,=G.b, c X,. The natural projection pn: X + X, is holomorphic. so its 
restrictions 

p,:S+S,(fibreC) and p, : S,, + S, (bijective) 

are CR maps. Note that 

p, ‘s, = s u S(, and Po=(P,l.s,,,) ’ ‘(P,ls). 

Despite that, p. is not CR. Now observe 
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10.4. LEMMA. The respectice nilradicals 11, II,,. und n, of’ b, b,. und b, 
.su t isfij 

n=n,+g 2 and It,, = 11, + gl, 

und 

n n ii = II, n Ii, (2nd 11() n ii0 = (II, n 11,) + g, + g,. 

Choose a generator WI E (CJ %)*. We can view UJ~ as an element of CJ* by 
o’(b) = 0 and o’(gll) =0 for /I # -X In either case w’ has b-weight x 
Since n(rr,,+g X)* z ,4(n,,)*@A(R X)*, exterior product with (11’ and 
restriction from no + CJ I to n define a linear map 

e(w’): /In,: + /In*. (10.5) 

10.6. LEMMA. Let V be u <~-module. Then ~hr 

(10.7a) 

define a morphism qf complexes (fbr the Lie algehru cohnmologies qf n, and 
n). This morphism restricts to un irzjective map of thP suhcompkxes ,for 
rriutiw Lie ulgehru cohomalogy o/’ (no, no n iio) und (11, 11 r) C), 

(V@ A’(n,,/~t~nn,,)*)““““,‘~ (V@ A’(n/n nG)*)“‘m”‘, (10.7b) 

,for tvhich the irnuge 

Proof: Let q5 E V@ A”$. Let <,,, . . . . <,,+ , E rt such that each <, belongs 
to a root space. As i( is simple we cannot have 0 # [t,, l,] E g ?. So 
(e(o’) .dqS)(;,, . . . . t,,+ ,) = 0 = d(e(w’)d)(t,, . . . . <,,+ ,) unless some 5, E g %. 
And if toEg ? and the other <, E n, then 

(e(o’) ~dd)(So3 . . . . 4,> + , I= W&A d@(t, 3 . ..> 5,+ 1) 

= -d(e((n”)&)(<,,, . . . . tF> + , 1 

Thus (10.7a) is a morphism of complexes. 
Lemma 10.4 says 9 2 c n n n c nU n no, so e(wX) maps the annihilator of 

no n no in /in,: into the annihilator of n n ii in /In*. Note that CII’ is 
n-invariant, for cr,‘[n, n] = 0 because r is simple. But e(w’) maps non fi,, 
invariants to n n 6 invariants because n n TI c rto n n,,. Now the 
( - I )” e(oz) restrict as asserted to (8.7b). And (10.7b) is injective because 
9 ~z=no, R XCn. and gxrn,,nfi,,. Thus also qlcn,,nfi,,, and (10.7~) 
follows. Q.E.D. 
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Given PE @(g, h) we associate a representation $: H + C* as follows: 
Recall Ad(G)c Int(tl) and let J, be the Cartan subgroup of fnt(g) that 
contains Ad,;(H). Then /j exponentiates to a quasi-character on the com- 
plex torus J,,, and e” is the lift of its restriction to Ad,(H). 

The bundle Er + G/H pushes down separately to bundles E, --f S and 
E, --f S,. Similarly the bundle k,] + G/H associated to ep pushes down 
separately to line bundles [L,, + S and [L,, 4 S,,. 

We now apply Lemma 10.6 with V= C “‘(G), using the identification 
between the complexes (4.5) and (4.6). Thus the (- l)p e(e)‘) induce 
G-equivariant morphisms of complexes 

C “‘(G/H;E@,4”N&+C “‘(G/H;E@L l@A”“N,T) (10.8a) 

which induces morphisms of subcomplexes 

c “‘(SO; E@A”N$,) --f c’ “‘(.s; E@L .@A”“N.;). (10.8b) 

The change from E to IE@ il 7 in (10.8) is due to the fact that (0’ has 
weight a(. The content of (10.7~) is that the image of (10.8b) consists of 
forms that are holomorphic along the fibres of S + S,. 

We can now formulate the statement mentioned at the beginning of this 
section. 

Suppose that x is irreducible, so dx = ;i E h*, and suppose 
further that 2(i. + p - s(, X)/(X, x) is not a positive integer. 
Then (10.8b) induces an isomorphism of cohomology groups. 
In particular, H”( C “‘(S; E @ IL .), iTs) = 0. (10.9) 

The main point of this section is 

10.10. PROPOSITION. Fi.u H, and suppose that ( 10.9) is true whenever x is 
irreducible and b is not maximally real. Then, jbr arbitrary basic data of the 
form (H, 6, x), E + S has both properties (Z) and (MG). In other words, 
Theorem 5.1 holds ,for arbitrary basic data oj’ the form (H, 6, x). 

Since the image of (10.8b) consists of forms holomorphic on the fibres of 
S + S,, and since S -+ GJP factors through S, + G/P by Proposition 7.1, 
now (10.8b) restricts to a morphism of subcomplexes 
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Similarly we can apply Lemma 10.6 with V= (?(G) as in (3.3) to 
obtain 

Since ~‘(trj’) commutes with the Taylor series map, we have a commutative 
diagram 

c(,r;:(&; ~o~“Ng),,, - C,;T(S; EOO_ .@fl”+‘fV,~),,, (10.13a) 

of morphisms of K-finite subcomplexes. 
The same orbit S,,, serves for both S and S, in Proposition 7.1, and by 

Proposition 9.1 every E + S,,, has both (Z) and (MC). Thus we may 
assume by induction on dim S-dim S,,, that every E -+ S,, has both (Z) 
and (MG). According to Corollary 8.12 and Lemma 8.13, we need only 
prove (Z) and (MG) for irreducible E + S. Finally, the cohomologies 
and maps that occur in Theorem 5.1 all are compatible with coherent con- 
tinuation, so we may assume that 2(3. + p - r, r)/(r, 2) is not a positive 
integer, where dx =j.~l)*. Now, by (lO.9), e(cti”) induces H”(S,; I!) z 
H”+‘(S; E@11 .). 

The diagram 

c (; ‘): ( s,, ; E 0 ‘4 ” N ;,, ) - C;~~(S;lE@[1 l@.4f”‘N~~) (10.14a) 

r I 
c “‘(SO; E 0 il p N .T,,) - C ‘“(S; lE@Lm X@/Ip”N,:) (10.14b) 

commutes, and Proposition 7.13 says that the vertical inclusions induce 
isomorphisms in cohomology. We just saw that (10.14b) induces an 
isomorphism in cohomology. Now (10.14a) also induces an isomorphism 
in cohomology. 

10.15. LEMMA. The map (10.14a) is continuous, injectioe, and has closed 
range. 

Proof‘ ef Lemma 10.15. A glance at the definition (Lemma 7.20) of the 
topologies shows that (10.14a) is continuous. It is injective by Lemma 10.6. 

Use the identification of complexes (4.5) and (4.6) to write (10.14b) 
as (C “(G) 0 E@ Af’(n,/n, n ii,)*)““^““.” + (C “‘(G) 0 E@ @ 1 @ 
/l”+ ‘(n/,t (-, fi)* )‘-n.ff, Using Lemma 10.4, this exhibits the image of 
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(10.14a) as all forms in C,y(,S;lE@O XOnJ’+‘fV,T) which, as sums of 
monomials in the L?)’ E ($1 , )*, (i ) involve (11’. (ii ) do not involve (11 ‘, and 
(iii) are annihilated by the right action of nX and 3,. So (10.14a) has closed 
image. Q.E.D. 

In view of Lemma 10.15 we have an exact sequence of Frtchet com- 
plexes, from sequences 

where the Q” are the quotient Frechet spaces. Since (10.14a) is an 
isomorphism in cohomology, all H”(Q’) = 0, and Q’ trivially has 
property (MG). By induction on dim S- dim S,,,, the complex 
C;;;(S,; II@ A’N.:,)) has (MG). Now Lemma 8.11 tells us that 
C;;;(S; lE@O .@n.N.T) has property (MG). 

The morphism (10.13b) induces maps .4”(G, H, b,,, x) + A” + ‘(G, H, b, 
~@e “). Consider the dual map of the dual BeillinsonBernstein modules 
171. In [8] it is proved to be an isomorphism. Thus (10.13b) induces an 
isomorphism of cohomology. So does (lO.l3a), by our assumption of (10.9) 
and passage to the K-finite subcomplex. Also, by induction on 
dim S - dim S,,, , the first vertical arrow in (10.13) is an isomorphism on 
cohomology. Now the second vertical arrow in (10.13) is a cohomology 
isomorphsim. Thus C,;,‘g(S; iE@ [I .@n’t+J~z) has property (Z). 

This completes the proof of Proposition 10.10. 
We end this section with a variation on (10.9). Let C,s,I”‘(S; 

IE @ [L 2 0 A’ N 4) denote the subcomplex of C “‘( 5’; 1E 0 [i 3 0 A’ N .T ) con- 
sisting of forms d such that 4 and ?,%d vanish on (0, 1) vectors tangent to 
the tibres of S- S,. The condition on ?,y4 says that the coefficients of d 
are holomorphic along these fibres. Apply the Dolbeault lemma tibre by 
fibre to see that 

induces isomorphisms on cohomology. But (10.7~) says that P((o’). 
C’“(S,; IEOn’FV*,,,) is contained in C,,“‘(S; E@k z@~‘FV,T). Thus (10.9) 
is equivalent to 

Suppose that x is irreducible, so dx = E. E i)*, and suppose 
further that 2(i.+p -CI, r)/(n, 3) is not a positive integer. 
Then the morphism of complexes defined by the 

(-l)Pe(Wa):C~(‘)(S”;IEO/iP~~,i)-tC,~,~”’(S;[EOIL ~.on”+‘fVt) 

induces isomorphisms of cohomology. (10.17) 
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The point is that we can localize (10.17) with respect to S,. Let U, c S, be 
an S,-open subset whose S,-closure c’, is compact and has an X,-open 
neighborhood over which p,: X+ X, is holomorphically trivial. Let 
C:,,=S,,np2 ‘U,and U=Snp, ’ U,. Then ( - 1 )” e(o~‘) localizes to maps 

c ‘“( co; E @ .4 ” N &) + cs,,y u: IE 0 L 1 0 A” + ’ N ,; ). (10.18) 

Some generalities on sheaf theory- see the paragraph after the proof of 
Lemma 7.17---say that if the morphisms ( 10.18) induce isomorphisms in 
cohomology as Ii, ranges over a basis for the topology of S,, then the map 
in ( 10.17) induces isomorphism in cohomology. Thus ( 10.9) and ( 10.17) are 
equivalent to 

Suppose that 1 is irreducible, so ~ijr = in h*, and suppose 
further that 20. + p - CC, ~)/(a, r) is not a positive integer. 
Then every .Y, E S, has an open neighborhood U/, as just 
before ( 10.1 S), such that ( 10.18) induces isomorphisms of 
cohomology. (10.19) 

11. CHAYGE OF POLARIZATION: DUALITY ON THE FIBRE 

We are going to prove (10.19), and thus complete the proof of Theorem 
5.1, by reducing (10.19) to a certain dual statement in this section and the 
next, and proving the dual statement in Section 13. 

We identify (P’(C), {O}) with the fibre of the pair of projections 

sus,,=px ‘s,+s, and & + & (11.1) 

considered in Section 10. The isotropy subgroup GbZ of G at 6, E X, acts 
transitively on P’(C)‘; {O). the fibre of S-t S,, with isotropy subgroup G,, 
at b. Then 9, represents the holomorphic tangent space of the fibre, and the 
polarization is given by q =h+ (n,nii.)+g.. Here q +(1= b,nh, and 
q n q = b n & as in the proof of Lemma 7.7. 

In this section it will be convenient to distinguish between the 
homogeneous vector bundles over So, S, and S, associated by 1, in a some- 
what more explicit way. We will write E,, -+ S,,, E + S, and E, + S, for the 
bundles that come from the respective basic data (H, bO, x), (H, b, x), and 
(H, b,, x). Also, if x is integral, i.e., E,, extends to E,I --f X, then we note that 
E,,,s comes from the basic datum (H, 6, z s,). 

Now define the (b,, G,T)-module, 

V=H'(P'(@)\jO;;("(iE*))= (C'(G,,)OE*)'"~""~'+"~.". (11.2) 

For the moment let us assume 
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I 1.3. LEMMA. The strong topological duul I” i.v nuturul!,. ident@l 
rl,ith the (II,, GI,x j-module (f’:o; (E ) 0 germ of nhhd OF 0 ,n I”( 1 1 ) 1 )1.her(J i& is ti 
g-equicariant e.utension of [E, to u germ of u neighborhood of‘s,, in S u S,,. 

Since V’ is a (b,, G,J-module it defines an (infinite dimensional) 
homogeneous CR bundle n/k --f S,. That pulls back to a homogeneous CR- 
bundle a/;, = p,*V: + S,, such that the identity on V’ induces a CR bundle 
map from n/k to n/i,. Evaluation at 0 defines a (b,, C,,,,) equivariant map 
V’ --f E, and thus a CR bundle map V;, -+ Eo. Combining these two steps 
we have 

1 1.4. LEMMA. Pull hack ,fj.om S, to S,,, rend elalurrtion V’ --f E ut 0. 
combine to give u CR bundle mup a/k -+ S, to &, --f S,,. 

The map E* + V dual to V’ + E, is (b,, G,,,,)-invariant but not (b,, G,>)- 
invariant; in fact E* is not a b,-module. So the induced bundle map from 
IF,* -+ S to V --f S, is not CR. Nevertheless we need to be more precise 
about this map, and we will show that E* -+ V is given by 

E* z (~~,-invariants in (C’ (G,,) @ E)‘+“ +” 4r.‘i 1 

4 {C~(G,,,)~E~(“~““~)+‘l~.~~~ 1’. (I 1.5) 

In order to prove Lemma 11.3 and ( 11.5), we look at a single libre for 
( 11.1) in the abstract. 

Let Ir = (:, y), e = (i b), ,f = (: i), standard generators for 51(2; c). They 
act on the inhomogeneous coordinate z of P’(c) = @ u {r, 1 by 12: = -2;, 
e; = - 1, ,fk = z2. Consider the X(2; @)-homogeneous holomorphic line 
bundle of degree n, n E Z, 

i 

at 0 associated to 
[L,, -+ P’(c), libre (I 1.6) 

at x associated to 

It has meromorphic sections on and r,,, related by r,, = z”g,,, specified (to 
constant multiple) by their divisors 

(g,!)=n. z and (5,,)=11.0. (11.7) 

Now h. F,, = no,, and e. g,? = 0 from the definitions of il,, and c,,. The com- 
mutation relations in sl(2; @) and the action of sI(2: UZ) on r now give 

h(z”a,,) = (n - 2k) ?a,,, e(:“o,, ) = -h-z” ‘CT,, . 

.f(r”o,,) = (k-i?) 2 + ‘o-,, (1 l&i) 
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and, similarly, 

/I(:%,,) = ( - 2k -n) h,,, e(?r,,) = ( -h- -/?) 2 ‘t,,. 

,f’(h,,) = k-h + ‘T - ,I (1 l.Xb) 

for k E Z. In fact, for II = E. E @ these relations define sl(2; @)-equivariant 
holomorphic line bundles 

R, ---f P’(@)‘:s, ; ‘Z j = c:, which has spanning section G,, ( I 1.9a ) 

IL, ---f P’(C)\ [O), which has spanning section T,. ( 11.9b) 

As in (11.6), the fibre at 0 of (11.9a) is an h@ +,/XI module, while the 
fibre at ,x, of (11.9b) is the opposite hC + r@ module. The respective spaces 
of h-finite holomorphic sections are irreducible sf(2: @)-modules, sl(2; C)- 
invariantly paired with dual bases { 3 /‘T;, ] and (( - I )“(; ) ?(T, ). Now if 
,I$ {O, 1, 2, . ..) then 

H”(P’(@)\(0);(f’([lj))= i (1,: “~,:limsup ILI~I’~=O (1 1.10) 
h =~ (1 

has strong topological dual 

i h,:” a,:limsup I/I,~‘~< =Cfiol([L,). 
I h _ 0 

(11.11) 

The condition J. C$ {O, 1, 2, . . . ) ensures that the modules ( 11.10) and ( Il. 11) 
are irreducible; when they are reducible the duality fails, In the irreducible 
case, relations (10.8) show that (11.10) and (11.11) are dual on the h-finite 
level, and then the duality follows by looking at convergence. 

Evaluation of germs at 0 now gives an h-invariant map 

q,,: (kP.1 + L, I,,= L, 

which is dual to the inclusion 

(11.12) 

L ;=Ker(,f’onH”(P’(@)\(O);I”(R;))) ciH”(P’(@)\,,(Oi;I’(L;)). (11.13) 

In the duality between (11.12) and (11.13) 3~ does not really play a 
special role. For 8,. is a well-defined el(2; @)-homogeneous line bundle 
over P’(@)\K for any compact subset KcP’(@)\{OJ, and CiYol(k,)= 
h-(6 PICc’ K([L;.): KcP’(C)\,(OJ compact). 

We now identify (P’(C), (01) with the fibre of Su S,, -+ S, and S,, -+ S, 
as in (ll.l), with [Y; } corresponding to the base point of S. Then 
Lemma 11.3 follows from the duality between (11.10) and ( 11.11 ). and 
(1 1.5) follows from the duality between (11.12) and (1 1.13). 
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Some comments are in order. The root space ~1, stabilizes the fibre P’(C; ) 
of X + X, over b,, operates nontrivially, and fixes b,, = [J + $1, + 11,. which 
corresponds to 0 E P’(C). Similarly, ,f‘ in the el(2; UZ) considerations prcser- 
ves 0. So g, corresponds to C,t‘. Second, r is simple so b + (n, n c,) + ij, is 
an ideal in b, n 6, = 1) + (11, n ii,) + $, + 9, so it does not matter whether 
ga acts from the left or the right in (11.5). Third, I* lifts from H to G,,z = 
H. exp, (no n fi,,) and induces 

E* 2 (C’ (G,,z)@E* 1 (b~,llrl f <lx + Ilr.ff. 

which is implicit in (11.5). 

(1 1.14) 

12. CHANGE OF POLARIZATION: REDUCTION TO DUAL STATEMENT 

The CR canonical bundles K, + S, K,,, + S,,, and K,I -+ S, are dis- 
cussed in the Appendix. Following (6.4) and (6.6), their typical fibres at the 
base points b, b,, and b,, are the respective highest exterior powers of 
(@I*, W-v,)*, and (g/b,)*. In view of Lemma 10.4 those CR canonical 
bundles are 

[L 2,’ ---$ x IL 2,) 4 ?I + so, n 2,’ + I + s,. (12.1 

In particular, the analog of (A.9) for S, is 

c “‘(UC,; E@/PN,g)~ 
C’,‘(cl(U,); iFOn< “N$,) 

C”‘(bd(U,,); iF@/I’ “Ng,,)’ 
( 12.2a 

where c = dim,., S,, and 

E=E*ok 2,,+22, bundle over S,, associated to the basic 

datum (H, b,,, x* @c ‘P+ “). ( 12.2b) 

Forms in C’,s,,“‘( U; [E 0 iL 1 0 ,I P + ‘N .c) can be viewed as forms in 
C “‘(U,;W@Ap”N~J where W + S, has fibre over s E S, the space of 
homomorphic sections of (E @ [L 3)/,s,,x I(,). The analog of (A.9) for 
c-‘“(U,; w @n’J+ ‘F+JZ ,) and the fibre duality (11.5) combine as follows. 
Let cl( U,)- and bd( U,)- denote germs of neighborhoods of cl( U,,) and 
bd(U,) in S u So. Let C&(cl( Ii,,)-; . ..) denote the space of C”’ forms on 
cl(U,)- that vanish on sets of vectors, one of which is tangent to the fibre 
and which are holomorphic along the fibre. Use the same convention for 
bd(U,)-. Let F denote g-equivariant extension of iF. Then 
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with L’ and IF as in (12.2). Here we went from p + I to l’-p = 
(c+l)-(p+ 1) because c+ 1 =dim,-,S,. and from E@L 7 to 
F=(E@L J*@L I(’ +? because of the S, part of ( 12.1). 

Now consider three statements, as follows: 

Restriction from cl( C’,))- to cl( U,,), 

c~,,(cl(Il,,)-;~On’~,~)~C”‘(cl(C’,,); IF@A.IV$, 

and restriction,from bd( UC,) - to bd( U,,), 

c~~,l(bd((/,,)-;~On-~,~)~cf”(bd(U,,); F@A’FV;,,) 

are continuous and surjective. (12.4) 

The maps (-~)“c(w’) of (10.18). 

are dual via (12.2) and (12.3) to the restriction maps (12.4). (12.5) 

The restriction maps (12.4) induce isomorphism in cohomology. (12.6) 

The result of this section is 

12.7. PROPOSITION. Let x he irreducible, so (1~ = jb E I)*, und suppose thut 
2(~+/)-cc,cx)j(a,r)4il,2,3,...). Then stutements (12.4) and (12.5) 
hold, and (f (12.6) hold.~ then Theorem 5.1 holds ,for (H, b, x), 

At first we assume (12.4), (12.5), and (12.6) and we will deduce 
Theorem 5.1 for (H, b, 1). According to Proposition 10.10 it suffices to 
prove (10.9) and for that we need only prove (10.19). 

By (12.4) and functoriality of restriction, we have a commutative 
diagram of complexes, 

where the horizontal sequences are topologically exact. These spaces are 
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complete locally convex and Hausdorff, so the horizontal sequences in the 
dual diagram 

T T 
O- C”‘(bd(U,,); [F@/l.Ng,)‘+ C&(bd(U,,)-; Fon.~,~)‘--tJ’(bd(C!,,)-)‘-0 

also are exact. By (12.6) the complexes J’(cl( f./()). ) and J’(bd( I/,,) - ) have 
all cohomologies zero, so their differentials have closed range. Now 
H*(J’(cl(U,)- )‘) = H*(J’(cl( U,,)- ))’ =0 and, similarly, H*(J’(bd( U,,)-)’ 
=O. Now the horizontal arrows C”‘(...)‘+ C’&(...)’ in the dual diagram 
induce isomorphisms of cohomology. By (12.5) those horizontal arrows 
given by (- l)pe(wZ). Now (12.2). (12.3) and the live-lemma say that 
(10.18) induces an isomorphism in cohomology. That is the statement of 
(10.19). 

For small U,,, (12.4) is just the fact that restriction of real analytic func- 
tions from an open set WC II?’ to a set of the form Wn [w’ is surjective. 

Now Proposition 12.7 is reduced to the proof of (12.5). 
Let V be as in (11.2) and ‘Vi -+ S, the CR bundle associated to V’. 

Just as noted after (12.2), we can identify _Cl&( U; E 0 ApNX) with 
P(U1; .;@nJJ+’ NgZ). That gives us c;;,,,( uo; E 0 A p N ,“i ) z C”‘( u, : 
n/k @ n pf ’ N g I ). With this identification the restriction maps 

(12.8) 

are given as follows. Let $,EC”(U,;V;) and $z~C'U(Uz;A~"N~,). 
Then $z pulls back to p,*$* E C”( U,; /i”+ ’ Ng,,) and II/, evaluates at 0, 
as in Lemma 11.4, to $, (0) E C”‘( UC,; E,,). Now $, @11/2 maps to 
ti,(0)0P,*$2EC(‘J(U,~; ~“cw”+‘~;(,). 

The dual of $, H I/I, (0), i.e., of evaluation o/k + E,, at 0, is the inclusion 
E,* 4 V, given by (11.5). Thus, to dualize (12.8) we only need to dualize 
pullback p: : C”‘( U, ; /l. Ngq) + C’( U,: /i’ N&) on scalar forms. 

Since C” forms are dense in C ” forms, we may at this point simply 
argue that the (- 1)” e(o’) on C’* forms are dual to the restrictions as in 
(12.4) of C” forms. This is in sharp contrast to the situation of (12.6) 
which is specific to the c’” setting and will be proved in Section 13. 

Formal self duality of the CauchyyRiemann complex, (A.8) for S,. says 
that C’ (U,; A. NgT) is formally dual in complementary degrees to 

z \IC’(TI, ‘U,)@L ?,,+ x@A'(b,:(b, n bl))* j"'lr-"O." (12.9a) 
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and c”. ( Uo; *.4. N z,,), similarly, is formally dual in complementary degrees 
10 

c -’ ( C’,, ; L 2(‘, 2zO~-~;g) 

= ‘C’(7r” ‘U,,)@L -.. , ?,, + 21 0 A. (h/(h n fh)) * ; 0” w:ff. ( 12.9b) 

Here n: G -+ S = G!G,, q,: G -+ S,, = G/CL ,,,, and 71,: G + S, = GI’G,,~ are the 
natural projections. Since rc ‘(U) = n, ‘(U,) = no ‘(U,,), and since 

(b,/(b,n5,))*E [(n/(rtnTr))+n,J*~(11/(~1n11))*, 

Lemma 10.6 says that P(u~~) maps the right-hand side of (12.9b) to the 
right-hand side of (12,9a), 

(-l)f’r(o~7): jC’(n ‘Cl)@L ‘,‘t2rOAf’(n,,;(it,,nn,,)) 
* 1 noi 1l,,.ff , 

--+ ic’“(n ‘C’)@L ?,, , ~Onr’-+‘(h,/(b,nll,))* ~“~l’~“~l~f’. (12.10) 

We assert that 

The maps (12.10) are formally dua1 to the 

P,*:C’(~,IA’N~~)-tC’(U,,:A.N%,). (12.11) 

Before proving f 12.11), let us show how it implies ( 12.5) and thus com- 
ptetes the proof of Proposition 12.7. 

Asuming ( 12.11) the formal dual of the restriction map ( 12.8) is given 
by .i@(-l)“e(crt”), where j is the map E*CG V of (11.5) on values of 
forms, dual to evaluation at 0. Thus the formal dual of (12.8) is given by 

( i)i’4W’i [c, (n ‘U)@J jC~(Gb,)~E*ji”~““71til;:~~ 

0 L 711 + 7 
@A/‘+ ‘(t,,~(b,nt;,))*]“““““.” 

z (C-‘(II ‘U)@E*@L. ~,,.+lOn~“(.(n,;(nnn))+~,)*)“‘l~”’~’t W” 

2 c,;o(u; IE*o[i _7,,+l@ /I,+ ‘Rd.;). 

This proves (12.5) for C’ forms, and by continuity it follows as stated for 
C ‘ii forms. 
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Finally we prove ( 12.11 ). We may assume U, small so that p, ‘U, = 
U, x P’(C) holomorphically with UC1 = ((M‘, t) E Uz x P’(C): t = &\tt) ). 
Here 4 E C”‘( U,) and a glance at CR dimensions shows that ?,4 #O 
everywhere, ~7, = ?s I Now every CR form on U, has unique expression 
o + (a,b) A $, where (11, $ arc CR forms on U,, transported to CT,. As 
&IV) = t on iJo, ?d, = i;t =0 on C:,,. so p,: U,, -+ I/, pulls back 
p,*(w + (2&b, A lj)I.s,, = (0. 

Let 0, be a generating section of the CR canonical bundle [I ?,’ + 2 + S,. 
Then Q,, = (dt A p,*Q,)l.s,, is a generating section of the CR canonical 
bundle [I 7,, + 21 --t S,,. Let. M, A Q,, denote an 11 ?,, + 7,-valued CR forms on 
U,, either (0, or both 0) and $ compactly supported. Then we pair 

= ( _ 1 p! -1 ((I) + ;,d, A II/. ?,$h A 01, A n,),s7. 

sop:: C’(U,; n’N;T)+ C’(U,,; ,I’FV,$)isformallydualto +e(?,qSO?/dt): 

C’(U,,; L r,,+?20A’~T,I)-)CI(u,:[i 2,,+z@il’F+J&). But ?,c+5@c?/?t and 
oz E C ’ (S,; [I ~ @ N z,) are of the same type and w’ is G-invariant. Thus, 
to complete the proof of (12.11) we need only show that 

?,d 0 $ extends G-invariantly to all of S,, (12.12a) 

?,4@; and 0)’ agree up to a constant multiple at the base point b,~ S,. 

(12.12b) 

Notice that z,d vanishes on To, ‘(S,,)* which at each point has codimen- 
sion 1 in T”.‘(S,)*. A change of tibre coordinate in X-+X, must be of 
the form s= F(I~., t). I/,, given by .F = ti( II’), tj(~z.) = F(,t‘, @(IV)). As F is 
holomorphic, 

Ah iF ?d 



So (‘I, II/ 6~ ?,!‘(?,Y =i i--,4 0 i;;‘?t. Thus ic,q5 @ ?itTr has invariant meaning. That 
proves ( 12.12a ). 

?,q5 annihilates To-‘(&)*. In view of f t212a) and invariance of OJ’, now 
f f2.IZb) isjust a matter of whether QJ~ annihihttcs Ti’,rjSO)*. But f:Y is dual 
to $3 tr. and n,, is a sum of root spaces qri with /5’ # -2. That proves 
(12.12b). 

With f i 2.I2) we have compteted the proof of Proposition 12.7. 

In this section we prove ( 12.6), completing the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Retain the notation used in the proof of (12.11). Consider a CR form on 

U, and express it as CO + f’,q8 A (li. where (1~ and $ are CR forms on U,, 
viewed as forms on t:,. 

Since t -- #(w) = 0 on &, ( 13.2) gives us 
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In order to use ( 13.3) to prove ( 12.6). we apply Lemma 13.1 
and obtain 

to ( 13.2) 

dsQ= c (f-d) “j?()(IJ,,+;;,(b A [d,w,,-(n+ l)(I),,+, -?,,$,, 
,I 2 0 

] ). (13.4) 

Now, if o. E C”‘( IV,,; ,4’N T,,) is i;,,-closed, we set (!I,, + , = (l/(n + 1 
obtain a convergent ?,s-closed C (t - ~)“uJ,, E Cl$(,( @,,; A’N,:). 
words, using the fact that F. and d,, commute. 

1) d,q, to 
In other 

If ~~ECl(lo(@‘~~; A’N,:) has i’,Q=O and 521.,,,=to,, with ~,,=?~~[i,,, we 
define fl,! + , =(li(n+ l))(d,b,,-i,,) and @=C,r2,j(f-$)“B,,. Then 
Wn+l = 6, B,, + I = (7, Ij,, + 1 by induction: ;‘,,p,,+, =(l/(n+ l))(d,,to,,-I/,,), 
which is o,,+ , by (13.4) since ?,&? =O. And d,!fl,,- (n + l))(j,,+, = $,, by 
construction, so 5-? = ?,s@: 

13.6. LEMMA. If’ R E C[;!,i ( @‘,, ; A’ N .G ) is ~,s-closcd ond R / w,,, is ?,,-c.uac,t, 
then Sz is Z,s-e.uac.t. 

The restriction maps of ( 12.4) are surjective on cohomology by 
Lemma 13.5 and injective on cohomology by Lemma 13.6. That proves 
(12.6). In view of Proposition 12.7, the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. 

14. SECOND MAIN THEOREM 

Theorem 5.1 can be used to reformulate the duality theorem of [7] in 
more directly geometric terms. To simplify the discussion, we treat the case 
of a group G in HarishhChandra’s class. As in the rest of the paper, all 
arguments go through for the larger class of groups described in Section 2; 
see [28, 71 for the necessary techniques. 

We fix a maximal compact subgroup Kc G, and let 0 denote the corre- 
sponding Cartan involution. The complexilication K, of K acts on the flag 
variety X. A G-orbit S c X and a Kc-orbit Q c X are dual in the sense of 
Matsuki [ 171 if S n Q contains a Bore1 subalgebra b = h + n, with nilpo- 
tent radical n and Levi component h, such that (i) h is the complexified Lie 
algebra of a Cartan subgroup Hc G, and (ii) @I)= b. In this situation. K 
acts transitively on Sn Q. 
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Let I: H--f G(E) be an irreducible, finite dimensional representation. We 
extend & from h to b = h + 11, by letting n act’ trivially. Since x can be con- 
tinued from Kn H to an algebraic representation of the complexilication 
(Kn W, 3 and since (Kn H), is a Levi component of the isotropy sub- 
group of K, at 6, E is the fibre at b of a homogeneous, algebraic vector 
bundle E over the algebraic variety Q = K, .b. The fact that I/X is defined 
not only on f n b, but on all of b, implies that E extends to a g-equivariant 
holomorphic vector bundle over the germ Q of a Hausdorff neighborhood 
of Q in X. Relative to appropriate local trivializations, the transition func- 
tions have logarithmic derivatives which are algebraic. Consequently E + Q 
extends also asza cl-equivariant algebraic vector bundle over a formal 
neighborhood Q of Q in X. For simplicity, we will denote joth the 
holomorphic extension to Q and the algebraic extension to Q by the 
original symbol 1E. 

The (H. b)-module E also determines a G-invariant CR vector bundle 
over the G-orbit S = G. b. As was discussed in Section 4, this latter bundle 
extends to a g-equivariant holomorphic vector bundle E over the germ of 
a Hausdorff neighborhood 3 of S. We write E* for the dual vector bundle. 

To define the local cohomology group along Q of an algebraic vector 
bundle, it suffices to know this bundle over the formal neighborhood Q. In 
particular, it makes sense LO talk of the local cohomology sheaves, in the 
algebraic context. of IE + Q. W e d enote these by 3’ z( (’ (IE)),,,. Similarly, 
the holomorphic bundle E + Q gives rise to local cohomology sheaves in 
the analytic context. which we denote by .y/ $(c(E)). Both .X/T;(Cc(E)) and 
.# $(C (E));,,, arc concentrated in degree rl= codim, (Q c X). 

In a natural manner, .X$(Cf (E)),,, is a K, equivariant sheaf of 9, + !,- 
modules; here we are using the noltation of [7], except that we let it 
correspond to the set of negative roots, rather than to the set of positive 
roots as in [7]. Up to a shift by the top exterior power of the canonical 
bundle, .?Y$(cf (E));,,, is the /r-module direct image of c,(E I<,) via the 
inclusion j: Q 4 X. Thus 

H”(J’, -~v~((f’(~)),,,),,,~ H$+“& Q(E)),i,, (14.1 ) 

are the Beilinson Bernstein modules attached to (Q, x). 
According to the duality theorem of [7], the Harish-Chandra 

modules (14.1) are naturally dual to the derived functor modules 
A‘ “(G, H, b, I* @e “‘). where I* is the dual representation of z, and 

.s=dim,JQnS-dim, Q. (14.2 

In other words, there exists a natural pairing 

H~+i'(&C'([i))d,p~/l' "(G.H, b,z*@e “‘)A@. ( 14.3 
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which exhibits each of the factors as the dual (in the category of 
Harish-Chandra modules) of the other. By Theorem 5.1. the right factor is 
the K-finite part of the local cohomology group H; I’ +“(s, c’(E*) @ Cl’;), 
where r;?‘: is the canonical sheaf of X. Thus (14.3) can be re-interpreted as 
a pairing 

Ir;;+@, C’(E)),,,x H; “+“($ ci(@*)@l2’;),,+@. 

We shall see, as a consequence of Lemma 15.11 below. that 
.Y + cl+ u = n = dim; X. Thus, re-labelling the indices. ( 14.3) becomes a 
pairing, 

“gtd. c’(E));,,, x H(; “(3, r’(E*)@a’;.),., + @. (14.4) 

Cup product maps the local cohomology groups along Q and S, both 
taken in the analytic category, into local cohomology along Q n S: 

H@, C’(E)) x H; “(3, @*)@Q’;) + H;I,+.(X, CT;), (14.5) 

Local cohomology maps naturally to cohomology on all of X, 

H; I- y( A’. CT(.) + H *( X, L?; ). 

Also, by Borel- Weil Bott, 

(14.6) 

H”( A’, Cl’;,) z @. (14.7) 

Combining (14.5))( 14.7). we obtain a pairing 

H$@, C’(E))x H; I’($ P(if*)@Q;,)+@. (14.8) 

It is (8, K)-invariant because of the canonical nature of the definition. 

14.9. THEOREM. Viu the nuturul mup 

the cup product @ring (14.8) induces the. puiring (14.4). In purticulur, the 
cup product pairing real&es the duulity between the Beilinson Brrnstein 
modules and the dericed finctor modules. 

In the special case of the discrete series, this is due to ZabEic. A sketch 
of the proof of the theorem will occupy the next section. 

15. PROOF OF THEOREM 14.9 

We begin with a general discussion of local cohomology and cup 
products. For the moment, let X be an arbitrary topological space. SC .Y 



a closed subspace, f, a sheaf of coInmutative C-algebras, and 1”: a sheaf of 
C-modules. To these data, one can associate a “local cohomology sheaf” 
Xs(& f in the derived category of sheaves of I’ -modules, as follows. Let 6” 
be a flabby resolution of 6, and 8, the subcomplex of sections which 
vanish outside S. Then 6, is determined up to quash-jsomor~h~sm, and 
thus represents a well~de~ned object .r;*,(&) in the derived category. The 
cohomology groups of .#,Jf; )-equivalently. the hypercohomology groups 
of any complex representing XX(&) are precisely the local cohomology 
&JOUpS of c: along s. H,*(X, 8 ) [ 131. 

If TC A- is a second closed subspace and .F a second sheaf of (i-modules 
on X. the tocal version of cup product defines a morphism 

.W,(fjf@‘- .X,(S) -+.rz,, ,(A @JLT): (l5.l) 

here 0’ denotes the tensor product. over C , in the derived category. This 
local product pairing can be described most easily in terms of the canonical 
flabby resolutions of R and .F [h]. Via the i~~entj~cati~~ns FK;Y,(...)= 
N,$(X, . ..). the induced map 

(RFX\(~))@, (RI-.& (3)) -+ Rf’#,,,, f (8 &I’, .F ) 

realizes the global cup product pairing 

U,~(.~,‘,)ON,*(~,‘:.~)-tH,,~(X,rSiO’.B). ( 15.2) 

Here, as in the foilowing, we suppress the subscript C to &he tensor product 
when this causes no ambiguity. 

We now suppose that .Y is a complex manifold, C = P,Y the sheaf of 
holomorphic functions, S and T are C’ submanifolds of X; (4 = C (E) and 
.F,= C (IF) the sheaves of sections of ho~or~lorpllic vnector bundles E, F. Since 
these sheaves are locally free over C, 

C,(t)6~.f’(~)=C’(iEOSF). (I 5.3) 

In particular, the cup product pairing (15.2} takes values in the local 
cohomology of I’ (F @ F) : 

N,:(X.I”(E))OI-I~(~,i’,(‘ff’f)jN:,,,(X,(’(ffOF)). ( 15.4 ) 

The Dolbeault resolution with hyperfunctioll coefficients is flabby. so 

%,s~“(A’; E@/i.;r;; ‘*)=~Y;‘,(C”(E)) [ 15.5 ) 

in the derived category, where % c “‘(X, . ..) is the sheaf of hyperfunction 
sections of..., with support in S. In particular, the complex of global 
sections computes the local cohomology along S. 

N.~(lY,C’(E))=-N*(f‘,si’(iY;~~,4’B(~’*)). ( 15.6) 
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To calculate Xs(P(E))@‘- Y,.(e(ff)), one must pass to a resolution of 
% s ‘“(X;...) which is flat over I’. No geometric P-flat resolution of the sheaf 
of hyperfunctions exists. This explains why the cup product (15.4) cannot 
be expressed directly in terms of the description (15.6) of the local 
cohomology groups. 

For lack of better notation, we let % ,< (X;...) denote the space of distribu- 
tion sections of..., with support in S, and smooth along S: locally, these are 
derivatives of various orders in directions normal to S. applied to smooth 
measures on S. The inclusion 

Cd’,< (X: E@nT’;‘*)c$K,JX; E@/lT’;‘*) 

determines a morphism in the derived category 

(15.7) 

‘~~~(X;EOn-n’:-‘*,~.~~(~(~)). (15.8) 

We shall say that a local or global section 4, of %‘,Y”‘(X, E@/l.U’k”) is 
smooth along S if it lies in the image of the inclusion (15.7). In that case, 
the singular support of d is contained in the conormal bundle of S. 
Analogously, the singular support of a section tif of Kr”‘(X; IF @ n.U’t’*) 
lies in the conormal bundle of T if II, is smooth along T. Any two hyper- 
functions whose singular supports are linearly disjoint can be multiplied 
[ 121. Consequently, if 

S and T have linearly disjoint conormal bundles, ( 15.9) 

it makes sense to take the wedge product Qt A 11, of any two forms Jt, $ as 
above, over their common domain of definition. The description of 
products of hyperfunctions in terms of boundary values of holomorphic 
functions [ 121 can be translated back into cocycles with respect to a 
relative covering [ 131, which shows that the wedge product (b A $ 
represents the local cup product of the classes of d, and ti/. In other words, 
under the hypothesis (15.9), the morphism (1.5.8), and the corresponding 
morphisms for T and Sn T relate the local cup product 

.~,s((“(iE))o.;/c;-(l”(iF))~.~s,,,(l’,([EgIF)) (15.10) 

to the wedge product of forms which are smooth along S and r, respec- 
tively. This observation will be crucial to our proof of Theorem 14.9. 

We specialize the preceding discussion to the situation of Theorem 14.9. 
Thus S is a G-orbit in the flag variety X. The role of T will be played by 
Q, the K,-orbit dual to S. Then S and Q satisfy the hypothesis (15.9): 
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Proc$ Since K acts transitively on Q n S, it suffices to check the state- 
ment at the base point 6. We identify the complexified tangent space of J 
at b with g/b@&. Via this identification, the complexified tangent spaces 
of Q and S correspond to the images of, respectively, f @ f and the diagonal 
An c n@ $1. The Killing form identifies 11 with the dual of g/b, and the 
(- 1 )-eigenspace p of 0 with the annihilator of f. Thus we can identify the 
complexified cotangent space of X with n @ 0, the complexified conormal 
space of Q with (n n p) @ (ii n p), and the complexified conormal space of 
S with ((l;r, -<)i<~nnfiJ. Thus {(i;, -<)i<EIlnCnp)- corresponds to 
the intersection of the conormal spaces. For any root r of ($1, I)), Or = -r. 
Hence n n ii n p = 0, which proves the lemma. 

As one consequence of the lemm, the real codimensions of Q and S add 
up to the real codimension of Q n S, 

Hence, by (14.2), 

.s + n+ Ll = II, (15.12) 

as had been asserted in Section 14. 
The local cohomology sheaves of P(E) along Q are concentrated in 

degree d= codim,,(Q cX)-this is true both for the analytic and the 
algebraic local cohomology. Thus we may think of XU(lf( E)) and 
&(m~)L!,, as single sheaves, in degree cl. We let &(C( E)), denote the 
subsheaf of X&P(E)) generated by ;ci;(P(iE)),,, over the sheaf of 
holomorphic functions. Near any point of Q, we can introduce algebraic 
coordinate functions (;, , . . . . z,, (,; it’, , ,,,, it‘,,) such that Q is the variety 
defined by ii‘, = = II’,, = 0. Let is,. . . . . s,,) be a local holomorph& frame 
for E + 0, such that the s, restrict to algebraic sections of E + Q. Local 
sections of #h(Cf (E)),,, can be represented uniquely as principal parts of 
algebraic sections of E which are regular outside the union of cl divisors 
i ll‘, = 0 ) , & , c- <, equivalently, as finite sums 

1 .f;.,(:) .Y,lt‘ ‘: (15.13) 
i. I 

here I= (i,, iz, . . . . i,,) ranges over ci-tuples of strictly positive integers, \i’ ’ 
denotes the monomial I$‘, “I(,~ ‘? . II‘<, Id, and the ,f;,, are regular algebraic 
functions in the variables :,. Local sections of .~?~(l’(lE)), can be represen- 
ted in the same way, except that the f,,, need only be holomorphic, not 
algebraic. Sections of -Y?~( C (E)), finally, may involve infinite but convergent 
series. 
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The inclusion .;ci;,(P( E)), 4 Yu(I’ (E)) factors through 

%;](x: E@nTy*) 4, “‘(,Y; E@lT;y*) h ,;cc,,(l’(E)) (15.14) 

(cf. (15.5) (15.7)) as follows. Let 4 be a sum of the type ( 15.13). with 
holomorphic coefficient functions j;,,, and $ an E*-valued (n, n - rf )-form 
with smooth coefficients and compact support inside the (z, ki,)-coordinate 
neighborhood. For r > 0, 

C, = i (;, 11,) 1 / 1t.,1 = r. 1 6 ,j < d ) (15.15) 

is a (2n - d)-cycle, and it makes sense to integrate the contracted product 
d$ over C,. A small calculation in @” shows that the pairing 

is continuous in the variable $ and vanishes on exact forms. Thus we may 
view 4 as ?-closed, IE-valued, distribution coefficient (0, d)-form, with sup- 
port along Q. If 4 only involves a complete intersection of first-order 
poles-i.e., if only the single multi-index I = (1, . . . . 1 ) occurs in the local 
representation (15.13) one checks readily that this form is independent of 
the choice of local coordinate system, that it is smooth along S, and that 
it represents the local cohomology class 4 via the morphism (15.8). Both 
ZQ(P(E)), and WCY, (X; E@/1’Ut’*) are modules over the sheaf of 
holomorphic differential operators acting on I’ (E), the former is generated 
over this sheaf of differential operators by sections having only first-order 
poles, and the pairing ( 15.16) respects the P-module structures. This shows 
that the differential form which we have associated to d has all the required 
properties. 

To avoid complicated notation, we tacitly identify any local section 4 
of .Eb(C?(E))f with the section of %6(X; E@I!“U::‘*) which it defines. 

Now let $ be a local section of %;(s; ~*On”U’~“oni’U~::‘*), Since 4 
and $ are smooth along Q and S, respectively, the contracted wedge 
product d A rj makes sense as (n, cl+ p) form with distribution coefficients 
supported on Q n S, and smooth along Q n S. According to (!5.10), 

bOIC/++dAti (contracted wedge product ) (15.17) 

represents the local cup product pairing followed by contraction 
E@E*+c, 

.XQ(O(E))@” xs(sz’yE*)) + &, ,(Q”(E@ E*)) + .~s~,,,(R”), (15.18) 

via the morphism ( 15.8) and the analogous morphisms for Q and Sn Q. 
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The ar&um~nts which establish the quasi-isomorphism (6.16) apply 
also in the context of forms with distribution coefficients which are 
smooth along S. Thus, replacing E by r*@/i”Tt’*, we obtain a quasi- 
isomorphism 

iri’;(S;~*on”?rt.O*O,.l.8”.“) 

2 p*% ‘(Sy;p*~*~n~‘ui;“‘~il~n~~),‘:,[-If]. (15.19) 

Let Q y t Y denote the KC,-orbit through the base point in Y Y GBl/Hg ; in 
[S]+ Q,~ is denoted by Q. Recall (6.7), and note that p: Q>‘-+ Q has typical 
fibre exp(t n n ). The intersection n n ii A f reduces to zero since (1~ = --C? 
for any root r, and K acts transitively on Q n S, hence 

p:QynSy~QnS. (15.20) 

We now Iet Q R S and Q r n S, play the roles of S and S,. in the proof of 
(6.16) and replace E by the canonical bundle of X. Since the real form S, 
of Y contains Q I. n S ?. 

(6 5 ,“r.! Q 1 (Y; nTy*,[2rz] 2 %,;,“‘;,,,(s,.) 

is the ~~p~ropriate analogue of (6.15). Also, the shift by u - 2n in (6.12), i.e., 
the shift by minus the real codimension of the fibre of p: S, -+ S in the fibre 
of p: Y -+ X, becomes a shift by - 2n because of ( 15.20). The two shifts by 
+2n cancel, hence 

and, similarly, 

The proof of the duality theorem [S] hinges on the quasi-isomorphism 

.$~(P(E)),,,?: p*~~~,(C~y(~~*~O/l.u:.i);.i),,,,[2n - 2s-J (15.23) 

which can be deduced from the description (15.13) of the local cohomology 
sheaves. Here %$( P( IE)),,, is viewed as a complex of sheaves concentrated 
in degree d= codim,~fQ c X), whereas the other side is a double complex 
concentrated in degree n + d-s = codim,:(Q y c Y) with respect to one of 
the two gradings. Analogously, for the same reasons, we have 

~;y;,,(I’(E)),-p*.~~,,(C”~(p*[EOn~u’;~;,,,[2~2---2.~]. (15.24) 
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Via the quasi-isomorphism ( I5.19), ( 15.22). ( 15.24), the contracted 
wedge product (15.17) corresponds to a morphism 

--) P*Ck;,,>s, (S,.: n’Ty’*@n’T~:;‘;.) (15.25) 

(note the shifts in (15.19), (15.24) and observe that 2n - 2s + u = n + cl-s 
by (15.12)). We shall now describe an intrinsically defined pairing 

+% r u,i,,s,(S,;il’~u::“*~n.u~~‘;.): ( 15.26 ) 

Proposition 15.28 below will assert that this intrinsic pairing induces the 
pairing (15.25). 

Since E and E* pair into the trivial bundle, we may as well suppose 
E = E* = trivial line bundle. Also, il”U,\“* @ /1”T ;I’,: = n”‘Ir i:“* restricts to 
the bundle of forms of top degree on the real form S, of Y. This sets up 
a duality between distribution sections of /1”U,b”* @ APT;:);. on S, and 
compactly supported C’ sections of A” “?r~:~),;. Thus (15.26) amounts to 
a pairing into @, between sections of ,XQ,(I’ Jn.lI i::;)), [n + d- .r] and 
compactly supported C’ sections of il"U,\'*OA" ‘S:y,; on S,.. Because 
of the algebra structure of AU:::, the definition of (15.26) now comes 
down to a map 

i?f&(Q:ll),[n+d-s] -t~;;,~~,sr(S,;/i”“u~~*). ( 15.27) 

Recall that n + d- s is the codimension of Q y in Y, so 
&,(L”;l),[n + d- s] is concentrated in degree zero. This sheaf can be 
identified with the G&module direct image, in the holomorphic category, of 
the canonical sheaf of Qy. Analogously, the right-hand side of (15.27) is 
the g-module direct image, in the C” category, of the sheaf of C’ forms 
of top degree on Q y n S,. By restriction from Q y to the real form Q y n S, 
(Q y c Y is defined over [w), the canonical sheaf of Q y maps to the sheaf of 
C” forms of top degree on Qrr\ S,. On the level of the %module direct 
images, this induces the map (15.27) by restriction from Y to the real form 
S,. As was explained before, (15.27) induces the pairing (15.26). 

15.28. PROPOSITION. The canonically defined puiring ( 15.26) induces the 
morphism (15.25), b$Aich corresponds to the loyal cup product viu the quusi- 
isomorphisms (15.19) ( 15.22), ( 15.24). 
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Before turning to the proof of the proposition, we shall explain how it 
implies Theorem 14.9). 

Recall (6.17). By exactly the same reasoning, using (15.19) instead of 
(6.16), we find 

H*(C;(S, ~*~A”n,~~“*~n~u’~‘*)) 

=w*(S,~f;;(S;e*~n~~u~‘l*~/i.n(~‘*)) 

=w*(S, p*%‘(Sy; p*~*On)lu::()*OA’u~7’;)[-11]) 

= H* "(c'(s,;p*~*On"U~iU*On'U~l';)). ( 15.29 ) 

Analogously, because of ( 15.24) 

w*(x..xQ(cf(E)), )= w*(x, ~'*.Y(c,,(C',.(p*[EOn.?r::I'.~.,,,C2n-.r]) 

= w* +"(Y;-YfC,,((',.(p*[E~n~u~~',;.)),[~~+cl-.s]) 

E w* +“(f.Y/;,,(C~(p*iEOn~n:-]“;)),[/?+rl~s]). (15.30) 

Here we have used the equality (15.12) the fact that p is an affine 
morphism---which makes the higher direct images vanish~- -and the fact 
that Y is affine, hence cohomologically trivial; cf. [8]. Now let 

I~~IEI~~HY~,(~,(~(E));,,,~H~~(~,~~(~E)I, 
[$]E H;; "(3, @*)@Q';.),,, 

(15.31) 

be given. The contracted cup product [4] A [$I takes values in 
H" ans(X, Q:,). Via (15.29), (15.30) [d] can be represented by a cycle 

qGfx~,(&.(p*E@A “+“n~r’;.)),[n+d-.s], (15.32) 

and [$] by a K-finite cycle 

$ E c ‘(S,; p*E* @ AT;“* 0 A” ” “uy;.). (15.33) 

Let {4,$)ECjl,,s, (S,,;ii”‘T~“*) denote the image of c$@$ under the 
pairing (15.26). We now use Proposition 15.28 : the identifications (15.29) 
and (15.30) are canonical, hence compatible with cup products, so 

{c$, II/) represents the contracted cup product [b] A [$I. (15.34) 

Recall (14.6))( 14.7). Evaluating [$I A [$I over the fundamental cycle [X] 
amounts to pairing’ any representative form in C,, F< ,J X: A” U b"* @ ATO,:'*) 

’ Forms of top degree with hyperfunction coefficients on the compact manifold ,I’ are 
naturally dual to real analytic functions. 
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against the constant function I. Since {#, II, ) represents [4] A [$] via the 
quasi-isomorphism (I 5.22) we can perform this operation already on S, 
Specifically, we can pair the compactly supported form [&, II/ 1 -of top 
degree, with distribution coefficients- -against the function 1 on S’,, to 
obtain the value of [d] A [$I on [,I’]. Symbolically, “pairing against 1” is 
integration. We have shown: 

From the definition of the pairing (15.26) it follows that {d, $ ) depends 
only on the (k - I )st jet of II/ along Q p n Sr, where k is the largest order 
of poles appearing in any local expression ( 15.13) for the coefficients of 4. 
In particular, via the natural map 

C’(S,.;p*~~~f’U~“*~/i’U~:l’;)-tC’”’(Gi.H;[E~~”UI;“*~~‘~*),,, 

( 15.36) 

(recall (3.3))(3.5) and (6.5)), the pairing ~O$H ib, $1 extends to 
Cfo’(G/H; iE @ lI’zU ‘;O* 0 A’N *),KI. This extended pairing, followed by 
“evaluation against 1,” is precisely the pairing which effects the duality 
theorem of [S]. Thus (15.35) embodies the assertion of Theorem 14.9. 

It remains to prove Proposition 15.28. The assertion is local with respect 
to the fibrations Y + X, S,. + S, so we may as well assume that E is the 
trivia! line bundle, 

E = E” = cl). (15.37) 

As in the Appendix, we let U’.“(S), U”.‘(S) denote the “holomorphic” and 
“antiholomorphic” parts of the tangent bundle of the CR manifold S. Since 
S has constant CR dimension, 

(n’,ys)+ P ‘(S))l. the annihilator of (U’,“(S) + n”.‘(S)), ( 15.38) 

is a C’ subbundle of the cotangent bundle U,:. 

15.39. LEMMA. The complex structure operator J= J,, followed h!y the 
natural surjection T*, ) ,5 4 U,:, defines an isomorphism of’ the conormul 
bundle TV; onto the bundle (U',"(S) + UO~'(S))-. 

Proqfi The image of the map in question is the annihilator of the 
largest J-invariant subspace of T,y, i.e., the annihilator of U’.“(S) + T”,‘(S). 
This annihilator has rank dim.S-2c=2n-u-2c, with 24= 

codim.(Sc X), c = dim,,(S), as before. The conormal bundle, on the 
other hand, has rank u. Hence the lemma comes down to the equality 
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n GC + U. But U”.‘(S) and ?Ts are modeled, respectively, on b/b n 6 and 
cl/b n 6. Thus, 

~+u=dim,(b/bnE;)+2rz-dimc.(nibnti) 

= 2,~ - dim, !J + dim I‘ b = n, 

as had to be shown. 

Because of the lemma, the image of the conormal bundle T,t under the 
bundle map t’ I-+ I’ + iJc constitutes a C’ subbundle Ml c il~~‘*/,s, of rank u, 
such that 

(~-~l*l.s)~~ 2: lP’(s)*. 

We now define a subsheaf 

( I.5.40) 

‘&,;.(,q; ,,,,l;o*~,.,(~:l*)o c~X(~:n’1u~“*On.u~::‘*) (15.41) 

as follows. The sheaf %‘,:(,!?; . ..) has a natural increasing filtration, 
according to the number derivatives; it is dual to the filtration of Cc; ’ (3: . ..) 
according to the order of vanishing along S. The subsheaf ( 15.41) consists 
of all forms which (i) lie in the lowest level of the filtration and (ii) are 
divisible by ii”M. In the local formula for ~7, non-tangential derivatives 
occur paired with sections of m/o, so (15.41) is actually a subcomplex of 
sheaves. 

15.42. LEMMA. The inclusion ( 1 5.4 1 ) induces a quasi-isoul2crrphisnz. 

Proof: Let 4 be a &-closed local section of %; (s; . ..I. Shrinking the 
domain, if necessary, we may assume that the coefticients involve only a 
finite number, say 1, normal derivatives. The polynomial Poincare lemma, 
applied fibre-bydbre in the normal directions, implies that we can reduce 
I by one by adding a boundary to #--unless I= 0, of course. If I= 0, the 
condition i@ =0 forces q$ to be divisible by .4”MI. More generally, 
3 increases the order of normal derivatives of any form which is not 
divisibfe by R”KH!. It follows that (15.41) induces a bijection on the level of 
cohomology. 

The lemma allows us to replace %:(s; . ..) by its subcomplex % < (3: . ..)” 
in the course of proving Proposition 15.28. 

Let C# be a local section of .%$(IfiF),-[d] and $ a local section of 
%‘,G (3; /f”7T~i”*~n~~U~‘*,“, both defined on some open set c’c X. As 
explained earlier, 4 A $ is a scalar form of type (nl q + of) with distribution 
coefficients, supported on Sn Q and smooth along Sn Q. To know this 
form is to know its effect on any compactly supported f’ ’ (0, n - y --- N’)- 
form q on C’. in other words, the expression SC q% A 4 A q, for any such test 
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form q. On the level of the subcomplex (I 5.41). the quasi-isomorphism 
(15.19) is induced by a map 

l/hlJd’(p ‘U;~“(S,;n”u~~‘*on~’ Tr;I’;,,. ( I 5.43 ) 

which we shall describe below. Similarly, we shall describe an explicit map 

++f-(p ‘u;.ur;,(t,(n” ‘u~:j’;.)),[n+d-s], 

which induces the quasi-isomorphism (I 5.24). Let 

( 15.44) 

(&J) sf‘(p ‘c’;x;),~~,\,(s~;,“+~‘+~‘u:.()*)) ( 15.45 ) 

denote the image of $0 I$ under the pairing (15.26). Here recall (6.13) and 
(15.12). The restriction of U kO* to the real form S,.c Y is naturally 
isomorphic to the cotangent bundle of S, , so we may view (6, $ ) as 
scalar-valued (n -t d + q)-form on p ’ CJ’ n S y, with distribution coefficients. 
supported and smooth along Q ). n Sy. In particular, (4, 3) can be 
integrated against the smooth, compactly supported (n - q - rl)-form 
p*ql s). Unraveling the statement of Proposition 15.28, we find the assertion 
comes down to the equality 

for every d, $, q as above. 
By assumption, the coefficients of $ are distributions on o’, supported on 

S, smooth along S, and not involving any normal derivatives. Formally, 
any distribution with these properties can be written as ha ‘, where h is a 
smooth function on U n S and 0 is a generating section of A”U~k, the top 
exterior power of the conomral bundle of S in X. Now let r be a generating 
section of the top exterior power of the conormal bundles of the fibres of 
S, --f S in the fibres of Y + X; these top exterior powers constitute a rank 
one subbundle in .42” “U$uIs,. If h and [T are as before, (p*h) rr ‘t ’ 
defines a distribution on Y, supported and smooth along S, Thus we may 
divide the distribution coefficients of p*Ic/ by 7, to obtain a form on Y with 
distribution coefficients, supported and smooth along S,.; we may then 
take the wedge product3 of this form with 7. The map 

’ Strictly speaking. we should take the wedge product with some extension of 5 to ‘a section 
of ‘4’“-“T:, \ over a full neighborhood of S, in Y. The particular choice of the extension does 
not matter since the coefficients of I). and hence those of T ‘~$4. Involve no normal 
derivatives. 
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represents the quasi-isomorphism (6.12) on the’ level of the subcomplex 
(15.41 ). By definition of the subcomplex, the values of I// are divisible by 
A”M. But M is congruent to U.<. modulo U,~:O*, so the values of $ arc 
divisible by CT. Dividing the values of 11/ by c while multiplying the distribu- 
tion coefficients by c turns li, into a smooth, scalar-valued (~7 + (i ~ u)-form 
on S, n I:, which we denote by r,sJ/. Note thtlt CI A r is a generating section 
of the top exterior power of the conormal bundle of S,, c Y via (6. I3 ); 
moreover, 

PV P*r.ssI/ AT=-AAAr. 
T lTAT 

A statement similar to Lemma 15.42 is the reason for the quasi- 
isomorphism (6.15) and the analogous quasi-isomorphism in the context of 
distribution forms. We conclude: the assignment 11/ H 5, with 

q = p*‘,&, ( 15.47 1 

represents the quasi-isomorphism f 15.19) when we make the natural iden- 
tifications (6.13 ) and 

For future reference, we observe: 

the values of r,Vri/ along Q n S are divisible by &j s, for 
any local section (11 of the ideal sheaf .Ts c I’\. ( I 5.49 ) 

This follows from Lemmas IS.11 and 15.39 and from the fact that $ has 
bidegree {u, .). 

Shrinking UI if necessary, we can introduce holomorphic coordinates 

(I, 1’. w,z)=(r,, . . . . I,, c,, ___, I’,, \, II’,. . . . . It‘,,,r,. ,.., z,, ,,) (15.50) 

on p ’ o‘, such that (H’, z) are coordinates on U. (f, r) are coordinates along 
the tibres of p ’ ti + C, and 

Symbolically, we write hi, for &z.r A . . A rftr,,, 11’ ’ for (II’, a . . IV,,) ‘, etc. 
Note that 1: = 0 defines the fibre of Q,, -+ Q as a subvariety of any given 
fibre F of p-- ’ c’ + U. Thus. 

Ck 
--E I‘(F; .#p.,,,(Q;r. ‘),[n-s]) ( 15.52) 
1’ 
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represents what might be called the “fundamental cycle of local cohomol- 
ogy” of the pair (F, Fn Q,.). In particular, this section is canonically 
attached to the pair (F. Fn Q,,). We now use the flat connection (6.13) to 
turn these sections, corresponding to the various fibres of p ’ i7 -+ tl, into 
a section 

YEf’(J) ‘~;.;I/(,,(~‘~,;),[t?+d-,s]). ( 15.53) 

The very definition of v shows that d, t-+ &* with 

induces the quasi-isomorphism ( 15.24). Since the connection was used to 
describe v’, we cannot conclude that II= &I/C as meromorphic differential 
forms on p ‘U: however. 

v E &.i’r modulo the linear span of the OH*;, (15.55) 

since the vi and tt’, generate the ideal sheaf of Q,.. 
We now have all the ingredients of the identity ( 15.46) which is yet to 

be verified. Before doing so. we make one minor and one major reduction 
of the problem. From the explicit description of the morphism (l-5.43), we 
conclude 

(if/ A VI- =iJ A (P*tl/.s,). 

and, from the description of the pairing (1526). 

ii& J/ A (P”~~l.s,)1 = fh 3; A (P*vl.s,). 

Thus we may replace $ by $ A r;l and q by the constant function I. 
Concretely, we suppose 

y = II - cl, and I# has compact support in U. (15.56) 

In this situation, (15.46) becomes 

By in~nitesimal left translation, 9 acts on X and Y as a Lie algebra of 
homomorphic vector fields. The realm form go c_ 9 also acts a a Lie algebra 
of real, C” vector fields. Complexifying this latter action, we obtain a 
second action of 9$ by complex C’ vector fields. These two actions agree 
on hoIomorphic or meromorphic objects. by the Cauchy -Riemann equn- 
tions. Since S and S, are G-orbits, the action of $1,) and its complexification 
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induce actions on any G-invariant complex of sheaves, in particular on the 
subcomplex (15.41). Though not globally invariant. the local cohomology 
sheaves along Q c X and Q Y c Y are infinitesimally invariant. The various 
pairings and morphisms which enter the formula (15.57) are canonically 
defined. hence preserved by the infinitesimal action. This allows us to shift 
differentiation along any 5 E CJ from C/J (where we may use either action) to 
$ (where we must use the second action). As ~(~~)-module (via the 
holomorphic action), .u/,(li.\.), [d] is generated by sections which involve 
only complete intersections of first-order poles, since 9 maps onto the fibres 
of the holomorphic conormal bundle of Q c X. Thus it suffices to verify 
( 15.57) when 

C$ is a complete intersection of first order poles, (t5.58) 

as we shall assume from now on. 
In terms of the local coordinate system ( 15.50). we have d, =,f‘(:) 11% ‘. 

for some holomorphic functionf’(z) on IYn Q. Since rk A h? generates the 
top exterior power of the conormal bundle of QC X, we may view 
(& A tft?) !/‘(z) as a distribution on CT, supported and smooth along Q, 
not involving any normal derivatives. The discussion around ( 15.16 j 
shows that C/J corresponds to the distribution-coefficient (0, r/)-form 
(C/IV A h?) ‘f‘(z)cl~. Recall the relationship between the differential forms 
pi/ and v,$$: $=(a ‘Y,%$) A (T. Here r,$$ A CJ is a smooth section of 
,, ‘II “UT 1 y. and division by cr turns the coefficients, which are smooth 
functions on U n S. into distributions on U. supported and smooth 
along S. not involving any normal derivatives. Thus ,f’(r) cl\? A rsli/ A (r 
becomes a smooth section of ~“ilr~~,,,,q. When we divide the coefficient 
functions by the generating section C/K, A h? A (r of the top exterior powel 
of the conormal bundle of (Q r, S) c. X, they become distributions on I:, 
supported and smooth along Q n S, not in~~~)lving any normal derivatives. 
III that sense. 

d A I) = (c/is h du? A 0) !fjz) CA? /z r.vii/ A (r. ( 15.59) 

Since this form has top degree, we can divide its values by hi A tlG A 6, to 
obtain a smooth, compactly supported form [ on C’n Q n S, of top degree. 
The left-hand side of the relation (15.57) is precisely the integral of the 
form < over Q n S. 

Because of (15.47). (15.49), (15.54), (15.55). we have the formal equality 

ci; A (4 =,f’(z) 11’ ‘1: I cir A p*rs+. (15.60) 

Moreover, the values of this Form are divisible by dtr. This expression only 
involves first-order poles. The definition of the pairing (15.26) therefore 
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amounts to interpreting +I’ ‘13 ‘d\t, A (ill as evaluation along ~1‘ = ~1 = 0, i.e.. 
along Q ,,. The result is a smooth, compactly supported (n - 2d- u)-form 
on Q ). n S,-, which coincides with the form < of the previous paragraph via 
the diffeomorphism p: Q k n S, 2 Q n S. Like any smooth form of top 
degree, p*( maps forward to a form of top degree on S,, with distribution 
coefficients supported along Q, n S, That distribution coefficient form on 
S,. is the image {$, $) of $0 $ under the pairing (15.26). Hence 

as was to shown 

APPENDIX : CAUCHY-RIEMANN COMPLEX 

We collect some material on induced ? complexes for which there 
appears to be no convenient reference. 

Let X be a complex manifold. II = dim, X, and let S c X be a (” sub- 
manifold, m = dim R S. Write T(. . ) for complexilied tangent bundle, U , ( ) 
for its libre at .Y. If .Y E S then dim, { U,(.S) n U’,“(X)) is the holomorphic~ or 
C’uuchJl-Riemann dimension of S at s. From now on we assume that S has 
constant Cauchy -Riemann dimension, say c. In other words, 

U'~"(S) = U(,S)n U'."(X) and u”.‘(S)=u(S)nu”.‘(X) 

are smooth sub-bundles in U(S), of libre dimension I’. 
Note that UT'(S) consists of all < E U,(S) that annihilate germs of 

functions on X holomorphic at .Y. So 

3”.‘(S): sheaf of germs of C” sections of U".'(,S) 

is a sheaf of Lie algebras under Poisson bracket. Dually, 

.&“(S): sheaf of germs of C’ sections of il.(U",'(S))* (A.1) 

is a differential graded sheaf. The differential i;,s: .d”(S) + .(-/“+ ‘(S) is 
given as follows. The germs 4 E &f(S) are just the germs of restrictions 
toi r,,lcsl, where w is a c“ (0, P)-form on X in a neighborhood of .Y. Then 

?,y(d, = (?;o)l p.1,,y,. where q4 = (r)( ,,I I,,~~. (A.21 

We say that a vector bundle IE + S is C’uuch>~-Riemann (CR) if its 
transition functions are annihilated by sections of U"~'(S). Then the 
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transition functions are annihilated by i’,s. .As in the Dolbeault case, now 
?,s acts on the sheaf 

.a/‘(S; I!): C’ section germs of lF@,4,(U”-l(S))*, (A.3) 

which is the twist of .d’(S) by Z. With the i;,,: .-/“(S; [t) + .d”’ ‘(S; F). 
(A.3) is a differential graded sheaf. 

The CR analog of the canonical bundle is K,s = ,4”’ “(U(S)J” l(S))*. 
Note that 1~1 - (’ is the fibre dimension of U(S)/lJ”.‘(S). 

We are going to prove that 

K,s 4 S is a CR line bundle. (A.4) 

in order to discuss a pairing 

.d/‘(S; Q@.d”(s; IE* @ w,s) --f $5” “’ ’ “I ‘(S-L (A.51 

where the latter is the sheaf of germs of C’ differential forms of degree 
p + y + no - (‘. When p + y = o, (A.5) plus integration over S gives a duality 
which is the starting point for certain isomorphisms of cohomology. 

A.6 LEMMA. Lrt SE S. Then there esist ,firnction.s w’, . . . . 11.“’ 
holnmorphic on un X-nciKhhorhooti of‘ s .such thut thr d~.‘l 5 .spurz ~hc ji‘htxv 
of’ (u(s):a”qs) ) * irz (in S-nt~ighhorhood “f’s, 

Proof: Let I be a complex local coordinate on X near .Y such that the 
((‘;.‘?r’)/,. 1 di<c, span U:,"(S). Then the &‘I s, &‘I s. I < i, ,j< c, have 
common annihilator N + S (near X) which is a smooth sub-bundle of U(S) 
such that U(S) = U l.“(S) @ U”. ‘(S) @ N. The almost complex structure 
operator J of X preserves U'."(S) @ U".'(S), and U(S) n JN = 0. Now 
(<-iJ<:rEN) is a rank HI - 2~. sub-bundle of U’.“(X)l., disjoint from 
U(S). So we can modify (z’ ’ ‘, . . . . I’?) and assume that the Re(?.!i:‘)/ ,. 
t’ < i < 171 - c, span N ,. Now the &‘I ,?, 1 < i < 111 - c, are linearly inde- 
pendent near .Y with common annihilator U"~'(S), so the lemma follows 
with II.’ = z’. Q.E.D. 

Now we can prove (A.4). Given (II.’ j as in Lemma A.6 
(dw ’ A A dw”’ ’ )I ,s- spans the fibre of K, near .Y. Given also i II’ j 
as in Lemma A.6 now (r/u’ A A fin”’ ’ )I s is a multiple of 
(dw’ A “’ Ah~” <)I\, so &‘I ,y = C (1; ~hl”l ,s for some C ‘ functions (I,‘, 
and 

( iiLl ’ A A dl P’ ‘)Is=det(cr:).(r/n~’ A ... A (Ill.“’ ’ )I s. (A.7 J 

Evaluate 0 = &!~‘l, = x du: A d~,‘l,~ on (<, rf,) with :E U".'(S) and 
11, E U(S) such that d~,‘( q,) = 0;. Note th\,‘( <) = 0 because 1t.l is holomorphic. 
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holomorphic. So &:( 4) = 0. Thus the determinant in (A.7) is annihilated by 
every c E U”.‘(S). That proves (A.4). 

Since ~~z-(,=dirn: U,(S);iU’l.‘(S) and K,5=,d”’ ‘((U(s)jn”.‘(s))*), we 
have a well-defined map 

A’ ““-u’~‘(S)*~(~,s),-n”‘[““l ‘n;(s) 

specified by exterior product. Composing it with 

jE,&4’T;qs)*) @ (E;@nqy(s)*; +n’J-TyS)*, 

we have (A.5). For p + q = (‘, we follow it by integration over S. That gives 
an identification 

C’ ‘(S: [EOA”U”-‘(S)*)~~‘,‘(S; E*@K,5@A’ r’UO.‘(S)*)’ (A.8) 

of the space of distribution sections of E @ .4 “U”.‘(S)* with the strong 
topological dual of the space of compactly supported C’ sections of 
E@K,y@A’ “lP’(s)*. 

Similarly, if S is a C”’ submanifold of X and the CR bundle E + S is C”“, 
then (AS) induces a forma1 duality between real analytic and hyper- 
function sections. Let 0’ be open in S with closure cl(U) compact. Then 

The dualities (A.5) (A.8) (A.9) are compatible with ?,s: 

Proc?fI As in the argument of (A.6), we have a complex local coordinate 
z on X near .Y E S such that the rkl,,, I < i< I’, span the fibres of U’~O(S)* 
and the ~lr’l,~, I < i< .s - (‘. span the fibres of (U(,S),'U".'(S)) *. Locally 
(‘1 ’ = c,,, = ,’ .f,o, cl:‘1 .y and (1)2=&/I y .I .I h z (k ’ A A II--“’ ( A &‘I ,S, 

wheref; and h, are scalar valued, a, and h, are local CR sections of E and 
E*. and LE’ and cl? are monomials in the &-/‘. Now, on S, 

i;,s(!/, = 1 (;,f;) rJ, &I,, 

and 

(?,s(!,, = c (;;,/I,,) T,, l/Z’ A ” A tk” ( A cl? 5 
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as asserted. 

Note that Lemma A.10 carries the dualities (AX) and 
of cohomology. 

Q.E.D. 

(A.9) to the level 
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